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ABSTRACT
Rigid partitions of components or modules in a hardware/software co-design
flow can lead to suboptimal choices in embedded systems with dynamic or
unpredictable runtime requirements. Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
reconfiguration can help systems cope with dynamic non-functional require-
ments such as performance and power, hardware defects due to Negative-Bias
Temperature Instability (NBTI) and Process, Voltage and Temperature (PVT)
variations, or application requirements unforeseen at design time. This work
proposes a framework for reconfigurable components whereby the reconfigu-
ration of a component implementation is performed transparently without user
intervention. The reconfiguration process is confined in system’s idle time
without interfering with or being interfered by other activities occurring in
the system or even peripherals performing I/O. For components with multiple
implementations, our approach opportunistically and speculatively monitors
system load and performance parameters to check when the reconfiguration
can start. The framework differs from previous approaches in its syntax and
semantics for reconfigurable components which are preserved across the mul-
tiple implementations in different substrates and the reconfiguration process
that can be split into multiple steps. To quantify the impact of I/O interference
on FPGA reconfiguration, we measured the execution time when loading
bitstreams containing hardware components implementations from memory
to the FPGA reconfiguration interface with multiple peripherals performing
I/O in parallel. Moreover, a Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) case
study investigated the deployment of reconfigurable components in a scenario
with timing constraints. A reconfiguration policy for the PABX components
was proposed to deal with the unpredictable number of calls it receives by
using reconfigurable hardware resources without degrading voice quality due
to reconfiguration. Furthermore, we explored trade-offs between power con-
sumption, execution time, and accuracy in a set of reconfigurable mathematical
components.
Keywords: Field-Programmable Gate Array. Reconfigurable Computing.
Embedded Systems. Dynamic Reconfiguration.

RESUMO
O particionamento esta´tico de componentes ou mo´dulos ao realizar o co-design
hardware/software pode levar a escolhas insatisfato´rias em sistemas embarca-
dos com requisitos dinaˆmicos e imprevisı´veis durante tempo de execuc¸a˜o. A
reconfigurac¸a˜o dinaˆmica de Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) pode
ajudar sistemas a se adaptar em requisitos dinaˆmicos e na˜o funcionais como
desempenho e consumo de energia, defeitos de hardware devido ao fenoˆmeno
Negative-Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) e variac¸o˜es de Processo, Tensa˜o
e Temperatura ou ainda requisitos da aplicac¸a˜o que na˜o foram levados em
considerac¸a˜o em tempo de projeto. Esse trabalho propo˜e um framework para
componentes reconfigura´veis onde a reconfigurac¸a˜o da implementac¸a˜o de
um componente e´ realizada de maneira transparente e sem a intervenc¸a˜o do
usua´rio. O processo de reconfigurac¸a˜o e´ confinado no tempo ocioso do sis-
tema sem interferir ou sofrer interfereˆncia de outras atividades ou mesmo
perife´ricos realizando operac¸o˜es de entrada/saı´da. Para componentes com
mu´ltiplas implementac¸o˜es, nossa abordagem monitora de maneira especula-
tiva a carga do sistema e contadores de desempenho para escolher o momento
em que a reconfigurac¸a˜o deve se iniciar. O framework se difere de trabalhos
anteriores devido a` sintaxe e semaˆntica para componentes reconfigura´veis que
sa˜o preservadas nas mu´ltiplas implementac¸o˜es e em diferentes substratos e no
processo de reconfigurac¸a˜o que pode ser dividido em diversos passos. Para
quantificar o impacto da interfereˆncia de entrada/saı´da na reconfigurac¸a˜o de
FPGAs, foi medido o tempo de execuc¸a˜o para carregar bitstreams contendo
implementac¸o˜es de componentes em hardware da memo´ria para a interface de
reconfigurac¸a˜o de FPGA com diversos perife´ricos realizando operac¸o˜es de en-
trada/saı´da em paralelo. Ale´m disso, o estudo de caso de um Private Automatic
Branch Exchange (PABX) investigou o uso de componentes reconfigura´veis
num cena´rio com requisitos temporais. Uma polı´tica de reconfigurac¸a˜o para os
componentes do PABX foi proposta para lidar o nu´mero imprevisı´vel de cha-
madas recebidas atrave´s de recursos reconfigura´veis sem degradar a qualidade
da reproduc¸a˜o da voz devido a` reconfigurac¸a˜o. Foram tambe´m explorados os
trade-offs entre consumo de energia, tempo de execuc¸a˜o e exatida˜o dos resul-
tados num conjunto de componentes implementando operac¸o˜es matema´ticas.
Palavras-chave: Field-Programmable Gate Array. Computac¸a˜o Reconfi-
gura´vel. Sistemas Embarcados. Reconfigurac¸a˜o Dinaˆmica.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems are computer systems designed for specific tasks ca-
pable of interacting with the environment through sensors and actuators (MAR-
WEDEL, 2006). They are commonly part of larger physical systems ranging
from mobile handheld devices to avionics (LEE; SESHIA, 2015). In 2005 the
number of embedded systems in use was already bigger than the number of
humans on Earth and more than 99 % of the microprocessors produced were
used to build embedded systems (POP, 2005).
As the semiconductors industry advances, embedded systems become
more complex and integrate a wider range of features implemented using more
sophisticated techniques and computing resources. The restrictions in terms
of energy consumption, memory usage and processing power become stricter
leading to longer design cycles. To shorten the gap between restrictions and
requirements, most functionalities in embedded systems are partitioned and
synthesized into different cuts of software and hardware through co-design
techniques. Common substrates for implementing functionalities include mi-
croprocessors, Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), programmable logic devices,
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), or even Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits (ASICs) which in many cases are integrated in a single chip as a
System-on-a-Chip (SoC). Nevertheless, developing a dedicated SoC architec-
ture tailored for a single application is a laborious and expensive engineering
process with a lengthy time to market (BERGAMASCHI; COHN, 2002).
As complexity escalates, strategies focused on simplifying and standard-
izing the design of embedded systems arise. Designing SoCs by integrating
previously validated hardware and software components abstracts complex-
ity and increases reusability in embedded systems. Platform Based Design
(PBD) embraces this approach by proposing reusable hardware and software
platforms able to comply with the restrictions and requirements of groups
of applications (SANGIOVANNI-VINCENTELLI; MARTIN, 2001). As the
development cost of a platform is dissolved by the number of applications it
targets, platforms must be carefully designed to fit a large number of applica-
tions. Moreover, a proper methodology for component selection, configuration,
and adaptation to cope with application requirements must be specified for the
platform (POLPETA; FRo¨HLICH, 2005).
Embedded systems requirements evolve during development phase
and in many cases continue to evolve in the next phases of its life cycle.
While patching the embedded software can cope with the evolution of most
application requirements during deployment, there are scenarios where only
by upgrading the hardware it is possible to extend embedded system life cycle
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reducing further development costs. Telecommunication systems are a clear
example in which the constant advancements in standards and protocols can
only be followed by the constant evolution of hardware circuitry to keep up
with the desired performance.
Moreover, rigid partitions of components or modules in a hardware/soft-
ware co-design flow can lead to suboptimal choices in systems with dynamic or
unpredictable runtime requirements. A partition can be seem as a combination
of the micro architectural choices made to fulfill the application requirements
and the substrate where it is deployed (e.g. multi-core CPU, hardware acceler-
ator, a remote machine) captured by the component implementation. While
there are choices in implementation and variation in quality and costs for each
substrate (RAHIMI et al., 2015), choices are typically static (decided at design
time) and variations are typically not quantified and exploited, but simply
suffered. Reconfiguring the underlying implementation of a component during
runtime can help systems cope with dynamic non-functional requirements
such as performance and power (LI et al., 2013), hardware defects (MARTINS
et al., 2015) due to Negative-Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) and Process,
Voltage and Temperature (PVT) variations, or application requirements un-
foreseen at design time. A reconfigurable system could for example migrate
the implementation of a multimedia encoder from a high quality software
version running on a general-purpose core to a dedicated hardware accelerator
or to an alternative lower quality version running on a low-power embedded
microcontroller according to system load or power consumption.
Despite being idealized in the early 1960s (ESTRIN, 1960), reconfig-
urable hardware devices, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs),
only started being commercialized in the mid 1980s. Such devices allow de-
signers to leverage hardware’s power efficiency and parallelism while keeping
software’s flexibility. They offer drastic reduction of power consumption and
speedup factors by up to several orders of magnitude compared to using the
Von Neumann paradigm (HARTENSTEIN, 2011). Hardware resources usage
is raised by the device’s ability to multiplex functionalities in time, i.e. differ-
ent functionalities can be loaded into the device only when they are effectively
necessary. FPGA’s high performance and low energy consumption to execute
groups of algorithms when compared to general purpose microprocessors
allow designers to explore trade-offs between components implementations
depending on different substrates. Moreover, the flexibility associated to its
usage allow embedded systems exploit and adapt to quality and cost variations
suffered by each substrate during runtime through reconfiguration.
FPGA reconfiguration allows systems to change portions of a hard-
ware dynamically while other parts of the circuit are still active. There are
three main requirements for enabling effective and efficient reconfiguration
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in FPGAs: 1) hardware reconfiguration support, 2) application programming
interfaces for reconfiguration, and 3) non-intrusive reconfiguration policies.
Device manufacturers handle the first requirement: the Xilinx Vivado suite, for
example, allows users to change the configuration of part of an FPGA while
keeping the rest of the device operational. The runtime support for reconfig-
urable computing handles the second requirement by providing support to
dynamic reconfiguration. A typical runtime support may provide, minimally
and in addition to the standard hardware drivers and task scheduling func-
tions, mechanisms for migrating a component between hardware and software
implementations, and for managing hybrid software/hardware inter-process
and inter-component communication. The final requirement is often left to
application programmers, who must monitor any important parameters and
decide when and under what circumstances to reconfigure the system.
An operating system designed disregarding hardware reconfiguration
fails to provide the needed functionality. Indeed, it will usually disturb the
procedure by inadvertently concurring with it. A new task being scheduled
causing a context switch at the wrong instant can disrupt FPGA reconfigu-
ration and cause several drawbacks to applications that depend on it. The
reconfiguration can also be compromised by background I/O operations. The
bitstream used to store the FPGA configuration must be loaded from memory
while, for example, a video stream is being moved from the memory to a
video decoder. The sharing of hardware resources (interconnects and memory
interfaces) by both streams of data results in an increased execution time for
both operations due to interconnect scheduling policies and limited bandwidth.
1.1 GOALS
This work proposes a framework whereby reconfiguring the current
component implementation is a deterministic process performed without modi-
fying its interface. The reconfiguration is a deterministic process aiming not to
disrupt critical system activities. We consider that a reconfigurable component
can have multiple implementations with different trade-offs in terms of quality,
timeliness, and cost. The framework delivers a tailored wrapper for each
component according to the number of implementations it has. Each imple-
mentation can use different resources in different substrate (e.g. processor
core, FPGA) and better suit the application at given moment according to the
embedded system environmental conditions. Reconfigurable components have
a single interface such that from the application point of view, components
implementation using software or reconfigurable hardware resources can be
invoked seamlessly.
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The reconfigurable components implementations deployed in the frame-
work are designed following Application-Driven Embedded System Design
(ADESD) techniques (FRo¨HLICH, 2001), a domain engineering methodol-
ogy. Reconfigurable components are described through unified high-level
models (Mu¨CK; FRo¨HLICH, 2013) that allow the synthesis of both hardware
and software implementations. Interaction between components is transparent
regardless of implementation, that is, functions provided by a component can
be called identically regardless of how that component is instantiated at any
point in time. Software adapters implemented as aspect programs abstract
component-to-component communication, and helper functions for each com-
ponent perform state migration when transitioning from software to hardware
and vice-versa.
The process of reconfiguring the component implementation is trans-
parent from the application point of view, confined in the system’s idle time,
and designed not to interfere with critical threads executed by the system.
Each thread in our system dynamically creates (and destroys) any components
it may need (e.g. a multimedia codec, or a cryptographic accelerator). For
components with multiple software/hardware implementations, our system
opportunistically monitors system load and performance parameters to check
when the operating system can perform a reconfiguration without disrupting
timing constraints. The reconfiguration process of each component is divided
into small tasklets such that its largest atomic step can typically be performed
within available system slack as long as processor utilization is under 100 %.
Despite being temporally isolated from other threads, the reconfig-
uration can have its timing determinism compromised when interfered by
background I/O operations, specially when a new implementation must be re-
configured in an FPGA. A large FPGA bitstream used to store its configuration
must be moved from memory to the FPGA reconfiguration interface while, for
example, a video stream is being moved from the memory to a video interface.
The sharing of hardware resources (interconnects and memory interfaces) by
both streams of data results in an increased execution time for both opera-
tions due to interconnect scheduling policies and limited memory bandwidth.
Our reconfiguration process speculatively monitors the I/O traffic sources to
predict when to deploy FPGA reconfiguration without the hazard of being
interfered by other peripherals. It is also capable of powering down devices
being used by non-critical threads to reduce I/O interference and prioritize the
reconfiguration.
This work focus on providing the infrastructure necessary for trans-
parently deploying runtime reconfiguration for computing systems willing to
exploit the variations in their environment and adapt to unpredictable appli-
cation requirements. The reconfiguration process goal is being transparent to
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the application and isolated from other tasks performed not to disrupt their
timing constraints. Nevertheless, it is out of its scope to propose general
guidelines to define when to reconfigure a component or even which is the best
implementation for a particular set of system conditions. We believe that those
tasks should be delegated to alternate software/hardware layers that posses a
holistic understanding of the current system state (SARMA; DUTT, 2014).
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1.3 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
Chapter 2 has an overview on hardware technologies used by recon-
figurable computing systems as well as a bibliographical review on runtime
support systems used to cope with its complexity. Next, in Chapter 3, we
present the guidelines used to design component possessing multiple imple-
mentations in different computing substrates. Besides presenting techniques to
decouple the multiple implementations from the component itself, it exhibits
details for cross-domain communication between components and how to
represent their internal state.
In Chapter 4 we propose a model to quantify the I/O interference that
can be suffered when moving data in a computing system from one point to
another data through a shared chip resources such as interconnects and memory
controllers. A reconfiguration process capable of isolating itself from the rest
of the system as well as mitigating possible I/O interference is described in
Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 explores technical aspects of implementing the ideas pro-
posed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. It also presents the platform previously
designed in the Software/Hardware Integration Laboratory for deploying SoCs
on FPGAs. Finally, it quantifies I/O interference during FPGA reconfigura-
tion, explore trade-offs between different component implementations, and
to evaluate the proposed reconfiguration process using a Private Automatic
Branch Exchange (PABX) as a case study.
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2 RECONFIGURABLE COMPUTING
As applications become more complex, embedded systems must inte-
grate even more more functionalities to follow the semiconductors industry
pace. Most applications are statically partitioned in software and hardware
components, constantly consuming system resources despite not being utilized
during the whole application execution time. Reconfigurable computing al-
lies software flexibility with hardware performance and power consumption
allowing to increase the hardware resources usage during the application life
span. Using reconfigurable devices, algorithms could be rapidly prototyped in
hardware offering better performance compared to its software counterparts.
With dynamic reconfiguration capabilities, designers are able to switch the
algorithm implemented in the reconfigurable device during runtime, allowing
different applications to be accelerated during the system execution.
This chapter initially presents an overview of reconfigurable hardware
devices, software techniques, and runtime systems used for deploying recon-
figurable computing systems in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. Next, it presents
works that address system adaptation due to unpredictable runtime variations
in embedded systems in Section 2.3. Finally, it compares the related works
with this work’s proposal in Section 2.4.
2.1 FPGAS
FPGAs are integrated circuits composed of reconfigurable logic blocks
and hierarchical reconfigurable interconnects. Figure 1 shows a generic FPGA
architecture comprising its main building blocks. Reconfigurable logic blocks
can implement combinational logic such as boolean functions (e.g. AND, OR)
and, if it contains memory elements, sequential logic using flip-flops. The
device functionality will be defined by the configuration of the logic blocks
and its wiring, performed by the FPGA interconnect. Modern FPGAs employ
not only reconfigurable elements but also hard blocks that implement dedi-
cated functions wired to the rest of the system by the interconnect without
consuming logic resources. Compared to having the same functionality imple-
mented by logic blocks, hard blocks occupy a smaller FPGA area and have
performance and power consumption comparable to an ASIC. Multipliers,
digital signal processing blocks, embedded processors, transceivers, external
memory controllers and Static Random-Access Memory (SRAM) are com-
monly found as hard blocks in FPGAs. A detailed survey on hardware aspects
of reconfigurable devices is presented by Compton and Hauck (COMPTON;
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HAUCK, 2002).
Logic block I/O cellInterconnect
Figure 1 – Generic FPGA architecture.
FPGA development flow typically starts by the implementation of
the desired functionality in Register-Transfer Level (RTL) using a Hardware
description language (HDL). The following development phases are performed
by Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools provided by the FPGA vendor.
Initially, the RTL description is synthesized into a netlist that contains the
connectivity between the circuit elements that implement the functionality.
The next phase, place and route takes as input the generated netlist and the
target FPGA characteristics. It first places the circuit elements into specific
hard and logic blocks available in the FPGA and then routes the wires that
connect all logic blocks. Finally, an FPGA configuration binary file known
as bitstream is generated and can be loaded into the FPGA through one if its
programming interfaces.
Describing and verifying a complex algorithm in RTL using an HDL
can be time consuming and error prone. Moreover, refining the algorithm
micro-architecture to meet timing and power constraints requires several design
iterations and consume project resources. To minimize the time spent in the
initial design phase, major EDA and FPGA vendors are investing heavily in
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools. HLS tools are able to generate an RTL
description of a functionality from its algorithmic description. Not only design
but also verification, which usually occupies a large slice of the development
process, can benefit from HLS. Specifying the problem using a higher-level
language allows designers isolate algorithm behavior from lower level RTL
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concerns such as timing. Micro-architectural exploration of the algorithm
is normally supported as a set of directives which can affect area, timing,
parallelism of the synthesized RTL description. C and C++ are the high-level
languages of choice by different HLS vendors such as Calypto and Xilinx.
To cope with higher integration, lower power consumption, and higher
communication bandwidth between processors and FPGAs, vendors are
proposing new devices called SoC FPGAs. SoC FPGAs integrate both hard
CPU subsystems, a rich set of hard IP cores, high speed transceivers and FPGA
fabrics into a single chip. For instance, Xilinx has its own line of SoC FPGAs
called Zynq-7000 (XILINX, 2015d), a device that couples a dual-core ARM
Cortex-A9 processor with a full-fledged FPGA. The processor comes with a set
of hard peripherals such as Double Data Rate (DDR) memory controller, two
gigabit Ethernet controllers, two 12 bit Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs),
and several other peripherals. CPU-FPGA communication is performed though
AMBA AXI3 ports including a cache coherent port that provides coherent
low-latency access to the CPU subsystem memory space. Not only Xilinx but
also Altera and Microsemi have a commercially available line of SoC FPGAs
named Altera SoC, and SmartFusion SoC FPGA respectively.
Partial reconfiguration is the process of modifying reconfigurable hard-
ware circuitry by downloading partial bitstreams while the remaining system
continues to operate normally. For example, a video codec can be instantiated
in the FPGA on demand when a given video standard is requested by the
application without disrupting the operation of the other modules in the video
processing chain. It allows designers to implement complex applications in
smaller FPGAs by reconfiguring its resources during execution time, reducing
idle power consumption and improving system flexibility. With partial recon-
figuration, designers can make efficient use of silicon by only loading into
the FPGA the necessary functionality at any point in time. Modern FPGAs
families such as the Xilinx 7 Series (XILINX, 2015a) and Zynq-7000 support
partial reconfiguration. Altera’s FPGA reconfiguration interface, Fast Passive
Parallel (FPP) (ALTERA, 2008), is quite similar to to Xilinx’s except that it is
only accessible from outside the FPGA.
As FPGA reconfiguration moves a significant amount of data (the
binary file that contains the FPGA configuration) from memory to the FPGA
reconfiguration interface, it is susceptible to being disrupted by other data
flows occurring simultaneously in the chip (PELLIZZONI; CACCAMO, 2010).
Dynamically reconfiguring an FPGA on critical systems is subject to non-
deterministic contention time due to sharing chip resources as the interconnect
and memory. On a broader perspective, a non-critical task performing I/O
using a chip peripheral can interfere with the reconfiguration process, a fact
that must be taken into account to guarantee a deterministic timing operation
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of the system. Not only the system tasks interfere with the reconfiguration of
and FPGA but the opposite also occurs, the reconfiguration can impact of the
execution time of critical tasks that depend on I/O data for completion.
2.2 RUNTIME SUPPORT FOR RECONFIGURABLE COMPUTING
Several efforts focus on developing reconfigurable computing environ-
ments that can help developers to leverage FPGA’s resources and simplify
its development flow. Such computing environments provide abstractions
and interfaces to application programmers familiar with systems software
development. FPGA’s intrinsic parallel capabilities are deeply explored by
different works that propose using reconfigurable fabrics as a substrate for a
multitasking environment (WALDER; PLATZNER, 2003) in which tasks are
dispatched to CPUs or to reconfigurable devices (AHMADINIA et al., 2004).
The Erlangen Slot Machine (AL., 2005) is a reconfigurable computing
platform based on uniform resource allocation for each reconfigurable module.
It provides a solid infrastructure for reconfigurable computing allowing the
dynamic reconfiguration of its slots. One advantage of this platform is that
each module can access the FPGA’s input and outputs pins independent
from its location through a programmable crossbar, allowing an unrestricted
relocation of modules on the device. Furthermore, the Erlangen Slot Machine
has four intermodule communication structures: adjacent communication,
shared memory, Reconfigurable Multiple Bus and crossbar.
A higher-level approach to reconfigurable computing is proposed by
Abel that advocates describing reconfigurable modules in a Java-like language
called Parallel Object Language (ABEL, 2010). Though partial reconfiguration
techniques, reconfigurable modules can be created and destroyed at runtime
just like regular software objects. The modules can be tested and verified using
a Java Emulator and then translated to VHDL for synthesis. Communication
architecture is centered around FIFOs and multiplexers for parallel data ex-
change controlled by a software scheduler. The scheduler also orchestrates
reconfigurable modules loading into partially reconfigurable regions.
The SPREAD programming model (AL., 2013b) is a proposal for recon-
figurable computing that focuses on high throughput point-to-point streaming
applications. It presents a common software/hardware thread interface and
unlike the other solutions, in SPREAD a thread can be set as reconfigurable
and thus switch domain during runtime. The common reconfigurable thread
interface is guaranteed by a stub thread that creates a wrapper around the
thread’s software and hardware implementations. After receiving a command
to switch domain, the stub thread saves the thread context consisting of the pro-
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cessed samples and snapshot registers and transfers them to the other domain.
SPREAD allows switching threads domain during runtime but the decision
of switching is delegated to the application programmer, and it is not clear if
thread migration can deal with timing constraints. Figure 2 presents the map-
ping of two streaming computations with software, hardware, and switchable
threads in the corresponding computing resources (e.g. CPU, FPGA).
Figure 2 – SPREAD programming model (AL., 2013b).
Moreover, Cemin et al. propose a framework for multi-agent systems
that supports hardware/software migration among different nodes of a dis-
tributed system (DYNAMICALLY. . . , 2014). Their framework allows the
dynamic reconfiguration of distributed application to cope with variable system
requirements. The communication between agents is handled transparently by
proxies that handle all the low-level intricacies of hardware communication.
Their approach is implemented on top of the Jade framework, a Java-based
multi-agent systems framework.
A technique to reduce the number of reconfigurable resources used
by critical applications described as directed acyclic graphs is proposed by
Clemente et al (CLEMENTE; RESANO; MOZOS, 2014). Starting with a task
set that meets its timing constraints, their objective is hiding the delays due
to dynamic reconfiguration of hardware tasks while minimizing the number
of reconfigurable units. They modify the original scheduling so that tasks
introducing a delay due to their reconfiguration can be replaced by other
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tasks as long as they are loaded back again before the end of the task graph
execution.
Several works extend commodity operating systems using them as a
back-end for reconfigurable computing. Such approach aims at reducing the
development time of porting legacy applications to reconfigurable platforms.
BORPH (AL., 2006) and FUSE (ISMAIL; SHANNON, 2011), depicted in
Figure 3, extend the Linux kernel providing native support for FPGAs, treating
them as computational resources instead of coprocessors. BORPH offers a
homogeneous UNIX interface for software and hardware processes including
ioreg and file I/O. In BORPH, FPGA designs are encapsulated in a new file
format called BORPH Object File, which start the corresponding hardware
process when executed. One of BORPH’s limitations is that the number of
executing hardware processes is limited by the number of FPGAs in the system
as each hardware process occupies the whole FPGA. Unlike BORPH, FUSE
partitions the FPGA in slots, thus one FPGA can contain multiple hardware
threads. Both operating systems are not suited for critical applications due
to the inherent non deterministic timing behavior of Linux. Figure 3 shows
different layers in the FUSE with software tasks on the top and hardware
accelerator logic on the bottom interacting with the FUSE Application Program
Interface (API).
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Figure 3 – FUSE system architecture (ISMAIL; SHANNON, 2011).
ReconOS (LUBBERS; PLATZNER, 2009) provides a common abstrac-
tion layer for software and hardware threads as well as a set of communication
and synchronisation primitives for them. Low-level synchronisation and com-
munication of hardware threads are managed by theirs Operating System
Interface, an artifact embedded in hardware threads. It focuses on applications
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with strict timing constraints and multithreading providing to the user an API
based on the eCos operating system (LIMITED, 2016) as well as on Linux.
Despite its rich set of features, thread reconfiguration is managed by the user in
execution time. Moreover, when using eCos scheduler, hardware and software
threads present cope with critical timing requirements but it is not clear if
thread migration can do the same.
Andrews et al. propose HybridThreads (AL., 2008), an operating sys-
tem written from scratch that allows the execution of software threads on a
CPU and hardware threads on an FPGA simultaneously. Most synchronisation
services, such as mutexes and the operating system scheduler, are implemented
in hardware to boost system performance. The hardware threads are coupled
with a Hardware Thread Interface, a component that provides hardware/-
software interaction through POSIX threads and access to synchronisation
mechanisms. This approach does not manage the dynamic reconfiguration of
the FPGA; threads are allocated to the FPGA in design time and are not able
to be switched by other hardware implementation or migrated to software.
Another operating system that supports reconfigurable computing is
R3TOS (AL., 2013a). The system focuses on reliable computing and provides
support for hardware threads in task sets with critical timing constraints. It
differs from previous approaches in its capability of allocating hardware tasks
in any FPGA region and not only reconfigurable slots defined in design time.
R3TOS provides hardware tasks with virtual channels; the FPGA’s Internal
Configuration Access Port (ICAP) is used to transfer data between hardware
threads. In R3TOS, the reconfiguration capabilities are also used to circumvent
damaged FPGA resources, increasing system reliability against faults. R3TOS
manages the reconfiguration of stateless hardware threads as single operation
carried prior to thread execution.
CAP-OS was conceived to exploit reconfiguration in heterogeneous
Multiprocessor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) implemented in FPGAs (AL.,
2011). Computations are performed either by software threads in a processor
or by hardware threads in a processor coupled with a hardware accelerator
handling compute-intensive tasks, and communication is based on Message
Passing Interface. CAP-OS uses a preemptive priority-based scheduling al-
gorithm divided into a static list scheduling and a dynamic scheduling step
capable of scheduling the task reconfiguration during runtime. The schedul-
ing algorithm considers resource constraints such as ICAP exclusiveness and
intertask dependencies. Nevertheless, the prototype only supports reconfig-
uring processor’s program memory. The capability to reconfigure hardware
resources, as well as the number of processors in the system, is not supported.
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2.3 DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS ADAPTATION
Reconfigurable computing can be seem as a mechanism for system
adaptation used to cope with dynamic application requirements. For instance,
the dynamic choice of a given hardware implementation for certain system
components (e.g., leading to different trade-offs between quality and resource
usage) and the change in non-functional characteristics of such component
(e.g., speed and energy consumption) are scenarios that can be explored using
reconfigurable computing techniques.
One broad approach for coping with unpredictable runtime variations
in performance, energy, and user behavior in embedded software is to have
multiple code paths available to perform certain critical functions. Each
of these paths may be better suited for a given system state or user input.
Petabricks (ANSEL et al., 2009) and Eon (SORBER et al., 2007), for example,
feature language extensions that allow programmers to provide alternate code
paths. In Green (BAEK; CHILIMBI, 2010), a combination of a calibration
phase and runtime accuracy sampling are used by the application to define
which function to execute from a set of possible candidates. In Eon and Lev-
els (LACHENMANN et al., 2007) the runtime system dynamically chooses
paths based on energy availability. Compared to traditional algorithmic choice
research, and in particular to the ViRUS framework (WANNER; SRIVAS-
TAVA, 2014) that shares our motivations for dynamic handling of variability
events, reconfigurable computing adds a dimension of hardware reconfigura-
tion, whereby one of the code paths may be offloaded to specialized hardware.
The ViRUS framework allows switching between function implementations
that perform equivalent functionality with different Quality of Service (QoS)
levels when the system is under stress with the ultimate goal of energy effi-
ciency. According to a policy specified by the user and data collected from
registered sensor, ViRUS choses the fittest implementation according to the
environmental conditions. As presented in Figure 4, ViRUS stress daemon
monitors system sensors and raises alarms for the monitor library to switch
the underlying implementation of functions according to the enforced policy
given by the configuration file.
The code used to implement a given function may also be changed
at the binary or bytecode level. Dynamic recompilation techniques (VOSS;
EIGEMANN, 2001) test different optimization techniques at runtime, so
that code is matched to the capabilities of the hardware which is running it.
Dynamic recompilation may be performed in a system-driven manner, with
minimal support from applications, providing the same adaptation knobs as
in compile time optimization, e.g., loop unrolling, memory optimization, and
automatic parallelization. Our work resembles dynamic recompilation in that
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Figure 4 – The ViRUS framework (WANNER; SRIVASTAVA, 2014).
the multiple code paths are explored automatically by the runtime system
without application intervention, but it is closer to algorithmic choice in that
the alternative implementations are defined at design time. In a similar fashion
to dynamic recompilation, reconfigurable computing can be used to explore
multiple code paths automatically by the runtime system without application
intervention if alternative implementations are defined at design time just like
with algorithmic choice.
Application and hardware parameters can also be dynamically adapted
to explore energy, quality, and performance trade-offs (HOFFMANN et al.,
2011). Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling is the canonical example for
hardware tuning. In software, Green (BAEK; CHILIMBI, 2010) provides
an adaptation modality where the programmer provides “breakable” loops
and a function to evaluate QoS for a given number of iterations. The system
uses a calibration phase to make approximation decisions based on the quality
of service requirements specified by the programmer. At runtime, the sys-
tem periodically monitors quality of service and adapts the approximation
decisions as needed. In the mobile context, Powerleash (FALAKI, 2012) is
used to adapt the work of background tasks according to a desired rate of
energy consumption. Adaptable software parameters can be used to maxi-
mally leverage the underlying hardware platform in presence of variations,
for example in multimedia applications (PANT; GUPTA; SCHAAR, 2012).
Finally, self-awareness can be extended to SoCs platforms coupled with cross-
layer sensing and actuation (SARMA; DUTT, 2014). The general mechanism
of observe-and-adapt from parametric control can be used in reconfigurable
systems to add a dimension of choice in software and hardware components
that can be dynamically chosen to implement a given functionality.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
There is a large body of work in dynamic hardware reconfiguration, and
particularly in leveraging reconfigurable resources in modern FPGA platforms.
The reconfigurable computing environments found in the literature provide
fundamental services for applications to explore FPGAs’ functionalities such
as hardware task loading and scheduling, FPGA resource allocation and bi-
directional software/hardware communication without dealing with lower level
hardware details. Runtime systems such as BORPH, and ReconOS provide
drivers and operating system support (e.g. file interfaces) for reconfigurable
resources, but typically leave the management of components migration and
reconfiguration up to application software. Closer to our work is the SPREAD
programming model whereby threads can migrate to specialized hardware
resources and back to general purpose processors at runtime. Those works
provide solid infrastructure for speeding up applications by exploring the
inherent parallelism of reconfigurable hardware platforms. Nevertheless, they
lack a unified interface from the application point of view when interacting
with artifacts that can be deployed in hardware or in software. For instance, the
application must be aware of the substrate where a given component (thread or
hardware accelerator) is currently deployed to use the correct interface for it.
Any sort of runtime adaptation of an component’s underlying implementation
must be performed by the application in a platform dependent fashion.
A subset of related works propose a unified interface for components
mapped to hardware or software. For example, FUSE supports hardware
and software threads accessible through a uniform interface despite not being
able to switch their domains during runtime. In the framework proposed by
Cemin et. al., components have a unified Java interface but are not statically
partitioned as software or hardware and are able to migrate from one domain
to the other. Such works decouple interface from implementation no matter
in which substrate a functionality is deployed but do not address the isolation
of the reconfiguration process from critical system tasks. Critical tasks can
have severe timing requirements and without properly isolating them from
non-critical ones, such as the reconfiguration, one might interfere with the
timing characteristics of the other.
Several works target systems with critical timing requirements but
do not explore the issues related to performing hardware reconfiguration in
platforms that subjects the data intensive reconfiguration operation to I/O inter-
ference. They support reconfiguration during runtime but keeping its execution
time deterministic by taking into account traffic from other subsystems flowing
through the chip does not seem a concern. Some works rely on of-the-shelf
operating systems as Linux which do not guarantee a deterministic timing
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behaviour for reconfiguration due to background services which are hard to
account for during application design.
In most related works, the reconfiguration process is a monolithic
operation triggered by the application programmer and cannot be interrupted.
Configuring a coarse-grained hardware threads or hardware accelerators is an
operation that can take a considerable amount of time to finish depending on
the size of the bitstream or the component’s state. Unlike other works that treat
hardware/software reconfiguration as a rigid operation, we split it into smaller
steps executed while the system is idle. Even the bitstream loading process can
be split in smaller chunks of data in order to fit partial reconfiguration in the
system’s idle time. Hence, even with small available idle time, reconfiguration
is temporally confined and carried without disrupting timing requirements of
critical systems tasks. This punctual approach allows on-demand switching
between implementations of embedded system components during runtime in
a transparent fashion.
In this context, we observe the need to provide a transparent interface
for the underlying implementation (software or hardware) of a component
with a well-behaved reconfiguration process. Such infrastructure provides the
necessary services for reconfiguring a component implementation to address
dynamic application requirements without modifying the application. There-
fore, by reconfiguring the current component implementation the system can
adapt to its environment and cope with dynamic non-functional requirements,
hardware defects, or constraints unforeseen at design time. Moreover, the
reconfiguration must be self-contained, temporally isolated and aware that it
can move a large amount of data that might interfere and be interfered with
background I/O traffic disrupting critical system activities.
Table 1 presents a comparison between this work’s proposal with re-
lated ones that present reconfiguration support and a well-defined interface to
handle reconfigurable resources. The table compares the abstractions used to
handle FPGA resources stating if they are reconfigurable, i.e., the underlying
implementation can be reconfigured or migrate to another computing substrate
(e.g. CPU). Notice that some works have FPGA reconfiguration support to
load abstractions to the FPGA prior to its execution but it does not mean
that the abstractions are reconfigurable as they execute always in the same
substrate. The usage API dictates how the application interacts with hardware
and software abstractions being unified when from the application point of
view there is no differentiation between an abstraction deployed in hardware
or in software.
We provide similar mechanisms based on the state of the art pushed by
previous efforts but differs from them in key aspects. Initially, the syntax and
semantics of the component interface in our system are preserved across the
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multiple implementations, such that an application sees no difference (other
than changes in quality and cost associated with the component usage) when
implementations are changed. Moreover, our reconfiguration process leverages
the system’s idle time to perform component implementation reconfiguration.
By delegating reconfiguration to lower-level software layers that can reason
on the system’s current state, the reconfiguration process becomes transparent
from the application point of view as the application programmer does not
have to be aware that the reconfiguration is happening. Reconfiguration is
divided into smaller steps and part of it occurs even when the available idle
time is not enough to accommodate the full implementation reconfiguration.
By performing reconfiguration only when the system is idle we can temporally
isolate other critical operations from it and mitigate the inflicted interference.
The reconfiguration process time takes extra care for I/O interference from
external system components in a speculative fashion by monitoring system
execution.
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Table 1 – Comparison of related works that provide support for using reconfigurable resources present in FPGAs.
Abstraction FPGA reconfiguration process Usage API
Granularity Reconfigurable Timing Fragmentation Interference
aware
Unified Hardware Software
Erlangen Slot
Machine
Task No Prior to task exe-
cution
Single step No No Custom N/A
BORPH Process No N/A N/A N/A No Linux file I/O N/A
HybridThreads Thread No N/A N/A N/A Yes Custom Custom
ReconOS Thread No N/A N/A N/A No Custom Pthreads/eCos
FUSE Task No N/A N/A N/A Yes Custom Custom
CAP-OS Task No Prior to task exe-
cution
Single step No No Xilkernel Xilkernel
SPREAD Thread Yes Prior to thread
execution
Single step No No Custom Pthreads
R3TOS Task No Prior to task exe-
cution
Single step No Yes Custom Custom
Cemin et al. Agent Yes During agent
runtime
Single step No Yes JADE JADE
This work Component Yes During idle time Multiple steps Yes Yes EPOS EPOS
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3 DESIGNING RECONFIGURABLE COMPONENTS
This chapters recalls the main concepts behind ADESD and previous
group works necessary to design reconfigurable components. It establishes a
base and introduce guidelines necessary for the following chapters by initially
presenting an overview on ADESD, an embedded systems project technique
on which this work relies for different aspects. Next, it discusses how to
decouple multiple implementations from the component interface, handle the
component state in different implementations and finally on how components
in different domains can communicate. Reconfigurable components allow
for dynamic change between multiple software and hardware implementation
choices, as well as adjustments in operation parameters for each of the choices.
The resulting QoS and cost for each component depends on the specific choice
of implementation as well as the physical state of the system at any point in
time. Parts of this chapter have been previously published in the RSP’15 paper
X-Ware: Mutant Computing Substrates (REIS; WANNER; FRo¨HLICH, 2015)
3.1 ADESD
For developing hardware and software implementations we rely on
ADESD which is a multi-paradigm domain engineering methodology to de-
compose a problem domain into reusable and scenario independent abstrac-
tions while capturing scenario related variations into a set of aspect pro-
grams (FRo¨HLICH, 2001). Application domain entities are decomposed into
abstractions by employing object-orientation and Family-Based Design (FBD)
techniques. Abstractions variations that belong to its essence are separated
from those that emanate from execution scenarios, the former shaping family
members, and the latter yielding scenario aspects. Each family of abstractions
exports an inflated interface that implements all family members functionali-
ties, thus from the application point of view, each family is a single entity. The
assignment of the most appropriate family member in each application can be
postponed by the application developer or even performed by an automatic
configuration tool (CANCIAN, 2011).
Factoring the different execution scenarios for each abstraction into as-
pects allows ADESD to improve reusability over traditional object-orientation
decomposition and avoid combinatorial explosion of the family members
number. For example, instead of modeling a new member for a family of
communication mechanisms that is able to operate in the presence of mul-
tiple threads, concurrency can be modelled as a scenario aspect that blocks
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the communication in critical sections. A scenario can incorporate a set of
aspects and weave them to a target component is performed by an artifact
called scenario adapter by mediating the interaction between the component
and its clients. Moreover, the relation between components and aspects in
each scenario enforced by scenario adapters is captured by a framework that
establishes how component are interconnected.
The whole domain decomposition process is presented in Figure 5.
Entities from the problem domain are grouped into families of abstractions
exporting inflated interfaces for their clients. The scenario variability is cap-
tured in a set of aspects while slight modifications of component behavior or
structure (e.g. thread stack size) are allowed using reconfigurable features.
Domain
Problem
Family
Infl. Inter.
MemberMember Member
Member
aspectfeature
config.
adapter
adapter
adapter
Scenario
aspect
aspect
Abstractions
Families of Frameworks
Figure 5 – ADESD domain decomposition (FRo¨HLICH, 2001).
Despite being initially proposed as a software engineering methodology
used in the context of dedicated operating systems, ADESD concepts has been
widely applied in the field of embedded systems development (POLPETA;
FRo¨HLICH, 2005). ADESD was also used to explore common implementa-
tion and communication interface for components deployed in the software and
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hardware domains by Marcondes (MARCONDES; FRo¨HLICH, 2009). This
approach, called Hybrid Components, allows freely migrating the component
from one domain to another in any phase of the system design process without
needing to adjust the system itself. Nevertheless, the developer still needed
to design separate hardware and software implementations. To overcome this
limitation, Mu¨ck provides a technique for developing unified descriptions
of hardware and software components (Mu¨CK; FRo¨HLICH, 2013) based
on Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) and Object Oriented Programming
(OOP) techniques. Components designed following such principles are sus-
ceptible to both software and hardware synthesis using standard compilers
and HLS tools. This is possible through the isolation of specific hardware
and software characteristics (resource allocation and communication interface)
into aspect programs which are weaved with the unified descriptions only
during the synthesis process. Therefore, the extraction of hardware/software
implementation from the unified implementation happens directly through
language-level transformations, thus facilitating compatibility with different
C++-based HLS tools and design flows. For example, while Marcondes was
able to keep hardware and software implementations of a scheduler and switch
between them, Mu¨ck generated its hardware and software implementations
from the scheduler description.
Reconfiguration was also previously studied leveraging ADESD con-
cepts. ELUS provides the infrastructure for dynamic software reconfiguration
in resource-constrained embedded systems (GRACIOLI; FRo¨HLICH, 2010).
Despite not dealing with hardware reconfiguration, ELUS provides a config-
urable and transparent software reconfiguration mechanism without incurring
overhead for non-reconfigurable components. Difference-based partial recon-
figuration was also proposed as a viable alternative for SoC development if
its bitstream generation unpredictability can be avoided (REIS; FRo¨HLICH,
2009). As hardware reconfiguration impacts the software running over it,
the work also proposes a software reconfiguration interface that allows the
application to inform the operating system about the hardware co-processors
entering and leaving the system. This way, a partially reconfigurable SoC can
be designed without inter-module communication structuring such as buses or
interconnection networks on the FPGA, simplifying the design, saving design
space and making it model-independent.
3.2 DECOUPLING INTERFACE AND IMPLEMENTATION
By using ADESD concepts we provide an approach for deploying re-
configurable components employing static metaprogramming techniques and
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a transparent interface from the application developer point of view. Multiple
implementations of a reconfigurable component are exposed to applications
through a single, unified interface (which in our approach is called inflated
interface (FRo¨HLICH, 2001)). Metaprogrammed software artifacts are used to
handle differing function signatures, communication with hardware IP cores,
and state migration between implementations. While all software implementa-
tions and IP cores bitstreams are included in the system image (typically kept
in Random-Access Memory (RAM)), hardware accelerators are instantiated
and freed on-demand, and therefore do not take up system resources (particu-
larly FPGA area) when not in use. Per-application constraints are used to guide
the reconfiguration process and dictate which version of a component should
be used under different circumstances. From the application’s standpoint, a
call to a double precision exponential function is therefore identical to a call
activating a hardware IP to calculate it or a remote call to a cloud resource.
Our approach assumes that applications dynamically instantiate (and
destroy) the components they need, and the operating system automatically
uses the component implementation that best suits its current needs. Multiple
component implementations are available to applications through a single in-
terface. For the application, a call to a software function is, hence, identical to
employing a hardware IP core or a remote call to a cloud resource. The appli-
cation programmer selects its preferred implementation of a given component
for each application but, to cope with system load as well as environmental and
manufacturing-related variations, the deployed implementation might change
during runtime.
We divided implementations in three groups: software, hardware, and
remote. Software implementations run in soft and hard core processors where
the operating system is also being executed. Such implementations might
use not only the CPU Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) but also tightly-coupled
coprocessors such as floating-point units and Single Instruction, Multiple Data
(SIMD) engines through special instruction sets. Hardware implementations
can vary in microarchitecture details that result in different balances between
power consumption, performance, and resource usage. They can be imple-
mented as dedicated circuits in ASICs or as reconfigurable modules in FPGAs.
In both cases, the CPU executing the operating system interacts with them
through I/O mechanisms such as Network on Chip (NoC) communication,
Direct Memory Access (DMA), or memory-mapped I/O. The last group, re-
mote implementations, comprises software and hardware implementations
that are not being deployed on the same machine as the application. The
implementation is accessed through a network device, which will forward the
call to a remote machine and fetch the results.
The C++ programming language is used to illustrate the usage of recon-
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figurable components, the same concepts could be applied to any programming
language supporting object-orientation and static metaprogramming tech-
niques. C++ classes abstract components, each component has a parametrized
class whose static constant members describe the properties (traits) of a certain
type. The only additional information the user must provide to the operating
system is which component implementations suit best each application in order
of preference through the component’s traits. In Figure 6, the parameterized
class Traits<Component> denotes the traits of Component for a given appli-
cation in which the implementation order of preference is Implementation 2,
Implementation 0, Implementation 1. With this information, the system
can adapt to process and environmental variations during runtime by using
implementations that best suit system’s requirements while trying to utilize
the user’s preferred implementations.
template<> struct Traits<Component>
{
typedef LIST<Implementation 2, Implementation 0, Implementation 1> IMPS;
};
Figure 6 – Example of the parametrized traits class for a generic component.
Template metaprogramming techniques enable the user to assign a pri-
ority to each component implementation in each application without inferring
runtime overhead using the traits mechanism. LIST type is a metaprogrammed
list of types populated by the user containing the preferred implementations of
Component. Through C++ template metaprogramming, it is possible to obtain
the number of types in the list and also a type stored under a given index during
compilation without inferring runtime overhead.
Independent of the implementation deployed in a given moment in
time, the component must provide a uniform interface to its clients. Also,
changing the implementation behind a given component must be a transparent
operation and a clean interface must be provided to the entity in charge of
performing component reconfiguration. To comply with such requirements,
this work proposes an indirection between the component interface and the
implementation being currently deployed. Moreover, any infrastructure de-
ployed for this purpose must not incur any overhead when the component has
a single implementation. Polymorphism was employed to guarantee that the
infrastructure remains scalable independent of the number of implementations
and static metaprogramming techniques assure that polymorphism is deployed
only when strictly necessary.
Figure 7a presents the building blocks of the infrastructure proposed for
reconfigurable components. A parametrized class named Handle is introduced
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Handle
reconfigure()
Component
«Mutant»
Component
operation()
polymorphic
Implementation_N
operation()
Implementation_0
operation()
Client
. . .
N
(a) Component binding to a Handle with N implementations.
Implementation_0
operation()
Handle
Component
«Mutant»
Component
false
Client
(b) Component binding to a Handle with a single implementation.
Figure 7 – Reconfigurable component framework.
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between the reconfigurable component interface provided to its clients and
the component implementations. It defines a first component wrapper whose
main purpose is to ensure the usage of a proper allocator for components,
independently of how they are statically or dynamically declared by the client.
Handle realizes the interface of the component passed as a parameter and
forwards invocations of its methods to the implementation deployed in a given
moment. It can point to any of its N implementations while still maintaining
references to the other implementations for later usage. It also provides the
reconfigure() method as means of changing its component current imple-
mentation during runtime. Hence, reconfigurable components are manipulated
through their Handles.
Handle keeps a reference to each deployed implementation by means
of a Base pointers array, implementations, as presented in Figure 8.
current is a pointer to the current implementation and is used by the Handle
to dispatch invocations to the component’s methods. The type Base is defined
using the IF metaprogram according to the value of Polymorphic which is
also a metaprogram that defines a boolean after searching the list of implemen-
tations for any implementation of a type different then that at the list’s head.
IF returns its second parameter, the Component::Base<true> class, if its
first parameter evaluates as true else, it returns the third one, the Component
single implementation.
template<typename Component>
class Handle
{
private:
typedef typename Traits<Component>::IMPS IMPS;
typedef typename IF<IMPS::Polymorphic, typename Component::template Base<true>,
typename IMPS::template Get<0>::Result>::Result Base;
static const unsigned int UNITS = IMPS::Length;
public:
void operation() { current−>operation(); }
void reconfigure(int i ) {
if ( i < UNITS)
current = implementations[i ];
}
private:
Base ∗ current;
Base ∗ implementations[UNITS];
};
Figure 8 – Handle implementing method forwarding and reconfiguration.
Notice that Component::Base<true> is the base class inherited by
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each of the component’s implementations. Component::Base<true> meth-
ods are pure virtual to comply with the fact that current might point to
multiple implementations. This allows current to point to any implemen-
tation and invoke their methods. The reconfigure() method can be easily
implemented by changing the element to which current points to.
If Polymorphic is false, Base will be the implementation itself result-
ing in the architecture presented in Figure 7b. In this case, the methods will
only be defined and implemented in the component’s sole implementation
with the Base inheriting from the implementation itself. The differentia-
tion is necessary to remove the virtual function call overhead for a single
implementation. The Component::Base behavior can be achieved with tem-
plate specialization techniques depicted in Figure 9. By specializing the
template Component::Base according to value of polymorphic, we can
have a polymorphic base class with pure virtual methods or an empty class.
Each Component implementation will choose from which to inherit based on
the number of implementations.
class Component
{
public:
template<bool polymorphic>
class Base;
};
// Polymorphic Base
template<bool polymorphic = true>
class Component::Base: public Component
{
public:
Base() {}
virtual ˜Base() {}
virtual void m() = 0;
};
// Monomorphic Base
template<>
class Component::Base<false>: public Component
{
public:
Base() {}
};
Figure 9 – Possible Component::Base implementation.
A minimal implementation of Handle’s constructor is shown in Fig-
ure 10. The template parameter polymorphic is set to true if the num-
ber of implementations is bigger than 1 by checking the list’s Length.
Handle’s constructor initializes each implementation and insert them in
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implementations by employing template recursion as a looping con-
struct (CZARNECKI; EISENECKER, 2000). The first invocation of
helper() initializes the first metaprogrammed list element defined in the
component’s traits as previously exemplified in Figure 6 and keeps a ref-
erence for it in the Base pointers array. helper() initializes each ele-
ment until it reaches the last element in the list, with an index given by
Traits<Component>::IMPS::Length.
// Type ENNUMERATOR
template<unsigned int N>
struct Index { enum { Result = N }; };
template<typename Component>
class Handle
{
private:
typedef typename Traits<Component>::IMPS IMPS;
typedef typename IF<IMPS::Polymorphic, typename Component::template Base<true>,
typename IMPS::template Get<0>::Result>::Result Base;
static const unsigned int UNITS = IMPS::Length;
public:
Handle() {
helper(Index<0>());
current = implementations[0];
}
private:
template <unsigned int UNIT>
void helper(const Index<UNIT> &) {
implementations[UNIT] = new typename IMPS::template Get<UNIT>::Result;
helper(Index<UNIT + 1>());
}
void helper(Index<UNITS>) {};
private:
Base ∗ current;
Base ∗ implementations[UNITS];
};
Figure 10 – A minimal implementation of Handle’s constructor.
C++ namespaces are used to separate component implementation
and the decoupling artifacts from its interface exported to the applica-
tion. The former is defined in the System namespace while the latter
goes on the Application namespace. The client interacts directly with
a Handle as in the application namespace the component is bind to its
Handle already specialized with namespace Application { typedef
System::Handle<System::Component> Component }.
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3.3 STATE HANDLING
Not all related works that propose reconfiguring components from
software to hardware and vice versa consider component’s with an internal
state (DYNAMICALLY. . . , 2014). Stateless components simplify reconfig-
uration as there is no need to deal with the state representation in different
domains (i.e. software and hardware) with different syntaxes for representing
a state. We overcome this issue with a unified description of both hardware
and software components which allows the designer to express the component
state uniformly among domains.
To keep the system sane when changing a component implementation,
the old implementation must provide to the new one a snapshot of its state so
that it can be restored in the new one. For simplicity, we consider that each
component implementation (hardware or software) provides a data structure
that captures its current state as a set of variables and each of its implementa-
tions provides methods to save and to restore its state using such data structure.
The methods are invoked by the entity performing the reconfiguration which
is responsible for transferring the state from one implementation to another
as one atomic operation. Figure 11 shows both methods used to manage the
implementations state, save state() and restore state(), for a whose
current state comprises two variables, a and b.
By employing ADESD techniques for developing hardware and soft-
ware implementations from a unified description, which in our case is written
in C++, the state representation and the interface for handling it are uniform
avoiding complex state migration issues. Techniques for migrating and chang-
ing the numerical representation of the current state from one implementation
to another are a complex matter and are outside this dissertation’s scope. For
instance, there is no common convention for conversion between most numer-
ical data types (e.g. how to convert a IEEE 754 binary64 number to a fixed
point representation). Moreover, it is also not trivial to infer the type of each
data value that constitutes the component state without embedding meta data
in each value. Finally, the conversion must be performed only once (in the
previous or in the next implementation) and a synchronization mechanism or
convention must be employed to avoid multiple conversions.
3.4 CROSS-DOMAIN INTERACTION
Each implementation encapsulates the communication mechanisms
necessary to exchange data and perform the computations on its substrate.
In the software domain, components are objects which communicate using
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class Implementation 0
{
public:
struct State {
int a;
float b;
};
public:
Implementation 0() {}
State save state() {
State state ;
state .a = a;
state .b = b;
return state ;
}
void restore state (State &state) {
a = state .a;
b = state .b;
}
private:
int a;
float b;
};
Figure 11 – Example of helper functions for saving and restoring a compo-
nent’s state.
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method invocation, while in the hardware domain, components communicate
using I/O signals and specific handshaking protocols. For communication
across different domains, the operating system must provide appropriate ab-
stractions for hardware components and mechanisms for interrupt handling
while the hardware must be aware that it is requesting a software operation. For
instance, if given implementation uses a hardware IP to perform a calculation
it is responsible for all mechanisms that must be deployed to exchange data
between itself and the IP. The same applies for an implementation that depends
on resources from different nodes of a network; it must operate the network
stack to communicate with it.
To abstract communication patterns between components in different
substrates, we employ an approach based on Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
concepts from distributed object platforms (OSTROWSKI et al., 2008). Fig-
ure 12 illustrates an interaction between a component in the software domain
with another in the hardware domain. Callee components are represented
in the domain of callers by proxies. Channels deploy serializers and dese-
rializers to marshal data structures exchanged by different domains. When
an operation is invoked on a component’s proxy, the arguments supplied are
marshaled into a request message and sent through a communication channel
to the corresponding component’s agent. An agent receives requests, unpacks
the arguments and performs local method invocations. The whole process is
then repeated in the opposite direction, producing reply messages that carry
eventual return arguments back to the caller
Component
A
Proxy Channel agent ComponentB
call
return
request
reply
return
call
request
reply
HardwareSoftware
Figure 12 – Cross-domain communication using proxies and agents as pro-
posed by Mu¨ck (Mu¨CK; FRo¨HLICH, 2013).
The approach based on channels, proxies and agents that we have
adopted for communication does not impose a single communication architec-
ture. It can be used with different networking technologies, such as a shared
bus, a NoC, or a DMA engine. For instance, when a bus-based communication
channel is used, a proxy in hardware may be implemented as a memory-
mapped slave device that notifies the CPU through interrupt requests when it
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has a message ready to be read. Alternatively, on a NoC based implementation,
a packet-oriented interface would be used to transmit request messages. Such
variability is related to choices regarding the hardware/software architecture
of the chosen implementation platform and should not affect the system com-
ponents. Finally, the resulting communication bandwidth is limited mostly by
the chosen underlying communication technology.
3.5 SUMMARY
This chapter presents the infrastructure for reconfiguring a component
implementation during runtime while maintaining the component state by
leveraging ADESD techniques. It allows components to have multiple im-
plementations with the same interface so the application can be developed
without being tied to a particular implementation. Implementations running
in different substrates (as hardware or software) can be reconfigured as long
as they follow guidelines for saving and restoring their current state. With
reconfigurable components that can be deployed in different substrates the
system to adapt and cope with conditions faced during runtime.
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4 I/O INTERFERENCE MODELING
When developing on-chip interconnects, designers face a cycle of mul-
tiple iterations before reaching the most balanced architecture for their target
platforms. Estimating the efficiency of an interconnect is not a straight-forward
task and requires tools to evaluate statically or dynamically if the resulting
architecture fits in the project requirements. Despite the chosen architecture,
an interconnect is a shared resource and when used simultaneously by multiple
hardware devices they can interfere with each other delaying transactions.
This chapter proposes a static performance-estimation technique for
the time delay caused by I/O interference when moving data through shared
chip resources such as interconnects and memory controllers. The model
uses concepts from queuing theory and estimates the average time each pe-
ripheral data transaction has to wait on shared resources. The higher latency
and throughput degradation is due to other peripherals’ transactions that are
passing through the same shared resources that queue the transactions before
forwarding them. Such model is specially helpful to illustrate the increase in
the FPGA reconfiguration time (specially bitstream loading) when multiple
peripherals are contending for system I/O resources. Techniques to mitigate
the issue will be discussed in Chapter 5. It is also meant to be used as a design
tool for application designers to ensure a minimal interference between threads
that depend on I/O resources.
4.1 LATENCY ANALYSIS
Threads using shared hardware resources can cause interference on
each other due to several reasons. In our analyses, we address the impact of
such interference from the perspective of the contention to access those shared
resources, specially the when total bandwidth requested by the corresponding
data flows is close to the system’s interconnect capacity. We rely on queu-
ing theory to model the interconnect, assuming the system is comprised of
multiple software and hardware components that share a set of physical I/O
resources. Figure 13 illustrates the modeling of an arbitrary interconnect using
infinite queues. Components generating I/O traffic in the system, sources, are
represented by circles with one or more arrows leaving it. They are connected
to traffic destinations, servers, through an interconnect (e.g. hierarchical bus,
NoC, crossbars) represented by queues. Each arrow arriving in a queue has
an associated arrival rate λi dictated by the source connected to it. A server
(e.g. memory, hardware accelerator, peripheral, CPU) consumes I/O data at a
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rate given by its service rate µi. Interconnect characteristics such as topology,
arbitration, routing, flow control, and any other influencing its performance are
also captured by a service rate (µi) associated to each queue and define how it
responds to different traffic patterns. In other words, the µi service rate of a
server defines how fast it can consume data, while that of a queue specifies
how fast data can flow through it.
µ0
µ2
µ3
µ1
λ0
λ1
λ3
λ2
λ4
Figure 13 – Generic interconnect architecture modeled using queuing theory.
In our analysis, a packet is considered the minimum allocation unit
of data flowing through an interconnect. Depending on the interconnect’s
architecture, it can be a real packet (on a network), or a flit (on a NoC), or a data
transaction (on a bus). If multiple packets from different sources are directed
to the same server, they will contend for the usage of the channels (modeled
here as queues) along the path, eventually leading to additional latency (e.g.
a hardware accelerator performing DMA and a CPU trying to access the
main memory). Queues must handle multiple arriving packets and decide,
according to their arbitration policy, which will be granted access to a requested
output port. The time spent by arbitration dealing with contention is a major
interference source for data flows depending on shared resources (servers).
We therefore quantify interference in terms of such added latency. Latency is
further characterized using the model proposed by Dally and Towles (DALLY;
TOWLES, 2003). A queue’s latency T is given by Equation 4.1 and represents
the time a packet waits on that queue, from the moment it enters it to the
moment it leaves it.
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T = T c +T h +T s (4.1)
In order to properly model real interconnects, we further split latency
in three composing elements: contention, head, and payload serialization.
Even if a queue is representing a bus level or a NoC router, and a packet is
representing a single flit, this decomposition is fundamental to model essen-
tially distinct times. The contention time T c models the time a packet waits to
enter a queue. It increases with load and is highly dependent on the arbitration
mechanisms in place. Several strategies have been proposed to estimate T c,
from static probabilistic analysis to dynamic simulation (PASRICHA; DUTT,
2008). In this work, we further rely on queuing theory to model T c as an
average estimate. In a queuing system, the contention time T c can be given
by the expected waiting time of the packet in the queue. According to Little’s
law (DALLY; TOWLES, 2003), the expected waiting time can be given by the
ratio between the expected number of packets in the queue (occupancy) NQ
and the queue’s service rate µ:
T c =
NQ
µ
(4.2)
The expected queue’s occupancy depends on the characteristics of
the interconnect and on the packet flows passing through it. For instance, a
queue with deterministic service time and arrival rates that follow a Poisson
distribution (M/D/1 queue) has an expected occupancy given by (DALLY;
TOWLES, 2003)
NQ =
λ
2(µ−λ ) (4.3)
The head latency T h represents the time needed to allocate resources
in interconnects for which that is a requirement. For instance, on a wormhole
routing interconnect, T h would be a function representing the times involved in
establishing a path from source to destination. For time-division multiplexing,
it would model the time needed to establish a virtual channel. The serialization
latency T s represents the time needed to inject L packets into a channel with a
bandwidth of B packets per second as given by Equation 4.4.
T s =
L
B
(4.4)
Finally, we assume that each queue represents a stage or level of the
whole interconnect bridging CPUs, memory, and I/O devices. Therefore, the
total latency suffered by a packet on the interconnect from the source to the
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destination server is modeled as the sum of the latency Ti suffered in each level
i of the interconnect:
T =
N
∑
i=0
(T ci +T
h
i +T
s
i ) (4.5)
or
T =
N
∑
i=0
(
λi
2µi(µi−λi) +T
h
i +
1
Bi
)
(4.6)
4.2 BITSTREAM LOAD MODELLING
In FPGA partial reconfiguration schemes, the bitstream path from mem-
ory to the reconfiguration interface can cross the system interconnect shared
by system peripherals and CPUs. The simultaneous usage of the intercon-
nect by multiple peripherals implies in contention on its inputs ports. Such
scenario lowers data transfer throughput and augments the reconfiguration
time due to interconnect arbitration protocols and the resulting additional time
each data flow must wait to cross the interconnect. A similar issue happens
when multiple peripherals access different shared memory ports at the same
time as, usually, the memory requests such as read and write from each port
are served sequentially. If the reconfiguration is triggered while a critical
threads performs I/O moving data through the system’s shared interconnect, it
might consume bandwidth previously allocated for the critical thread. This
section presents the modeling using queuing theory of the I/O interference
suffered when moving a bitstream from a storage device (e.g. RAM memory)
to the FPGA reconfiguration interface due to shared resources contention (e.g.
memory, interconnect).
Our analysis is based on an architecture containing a CPU and multiple
devices (i.e. Ethernet interface, GPU) sharing a central interconnect with the
reconfiguration interface presented in Figure 14a. Figure 14b presents the
mapping of the architecture to the model: the interconnect is represented by a
queue, the memory by a server while the GPU, Ethernet and the reconfiguration
interface (RI in the Figure) by a source. Partial reconfiguration is carried by
transferring the bitstream from the memory device to the FPGA reconfiguration
interface. The granularity and reconfiguration method of each FPGA depends
on the architecture dictated by its vendor. FPGAs usually employ two methods
for bitstream loading (XILINX, 2015c; ALTERA, 2008):
• The CPU performs Programmed Input-Output (PIO) by reading the
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bitstream from the memory device and writing it, word by word, to the
memory mapped register that controls the reconfiguration interface.
• The reconfiguration interface has a DMA engine that fetches the bit-
stream directly from the memory device; the CPU must only program
the DMA to initiate the process.
Interconnect
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. . .
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(a) Architecture with a CPU, memory, reconfiguration interface and two peripherals.
µ0
µm
λcpu
λri
λdev
(b) Resulting model.
Figure 14 – Mapping of the architecture into the model.
PIO-based reconfiguration interfaces, e.g. Xilinx’s ICAP (XILINX,
2015b), rely on external reconfiguration controllers to load bitstreams for
partial or full FPGA reconfiguration. The controller operates without inter-
ruption throughout reconfiguration and is implemented in the static region
of the FPGA or even outside the reconfigurable fabric in an external pro-
cessor. The bitstream data flow in a reconfiguration process through a PIO
interface is depicted in Figure 15 as the dashed line. Bitstreams are stored in
memory devices that can be accessed by the controller and later transfered
to the reconfiguration interface. According to Equation 4.1 and considering
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that the reconfiguration controller is implemented in the CPU, the latency of
moving L data words from the memory to the CPU and from the CPU to the
reconfiguration interface can be accounted as
T = 2L(T c +T h +T s) = 2L
(
λ0
2µm(µm−λ0) +T
h
0 +
1
B0
)
(4.7)
in which λ0 = λri +λcpu +λdev. We have used the same µm both for
read and write operations but notice that they might be different.
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Figure 15 – Bitstream path from a memory device to a PIO-based and a DMA-
based partial reconfiguration interface in a SoC with a central interconnect.
Given the overhead implied in having one load and one store operation
for each word moved to the reconfiguration interface, newer devices propose al-
ternative reconfiguration schemes to relieve the reconfiguration controller. For
instance, instead of relying on an external reconfiguration controllers to move
the bitstream from the memory into it, DMA-based reconfiguration interface
haves their own DMA controller used to fetch bitstreams from the memory
device as pictured in Figure 15. One example of this technology is Xilinx’s
Zynq-7000 family’s reconfiguration interface, Processor Configuration Access
Port (PCAP) (XILINX, 2015d).
Nevertheless, DMA-based reconfiguration interfaces are not completely
autonomous; the reconfiguration controller still needs to set the bitstream
length and its initial address in the memory device before issuing starting the
DMA. Such interfaces can have control registers mapped into the reconfigu-
ration controller memory and thus they can set all parameters necessary for
starting a partial reconfiguration with load operations. Equation 4.8 presents
the bitstream loading latency for a DMA-based reconfiguration interface which
half the latency of the PIO-based one.
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T = L(T c +T h +T s) = L
(
λ0
2µm(µm−λ0) +T
h
0 +
1
B0
)
(4.8)
Figure 16 presents a comparison of time spent due to contention for
both kinds of reconfiguration interfaces. The peripherals total arrival rate (λ0)
varies from zero to 90 % of the total memory service rate. The contention
time grows as the arrival rate reaches the memory service rate becoming
prohibitively high for values close to it. PIO-based reconfiguration contention
time is two times longer that the DMA-based one as the bitstream crosses the
interconnect two times before arriving to the reconfiguration interface.
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Figure 16 – Contention time for transfering an L words bitrstream from the
main memory to a PIO-based and a DMA-based reconfiguration interface. The
arrival rate of the devices sharing the interconnect with the reconfiguration
interface and the memory is presented as a fraction of the memory service rate
µm.
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4.3 DISCUSSION
Different interconnect arbitration schemes can affect the arrival rate
in a queue’s input ports due to the back pressure exerted by the interconnect
itself. Kim et. al. explore the modeling of fixed priority, round-robin and
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) interconnect arbitration schemes to
increase the accuracy of the queuing model for on-chip interconnects (KIM;
IM; HA, 2005). In such sense, their model is complementary to ours and their
techniques could be used to extend our model. Another technique used by Kim
et. al. that could fit in our model, is the usage of memory traces to estimate
the arrival rates of each source.
The analytical model proposed by Cho et. al. (CHO; CHOI; CHO,
2006) estimates the performance of multi-layer SoC interconnects based on
the ARM Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) 2.0 AHB
specification (ARM, 1999). Their model uses parameters such as the usage
rate of the bus, the probability of a transaction to be single mode, and the
probability of a data transfer to cross a bridge to estimate the average latency of
communication. Despite targeting single interconnect architecture, such model
is similar to ours in the sense that it is also based on probabilistic parameters.
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5 SPECULATIVE RECONFIGURATION
This chapter describes a reconfiguration scheme where reconfiguring
the implementation behind a given component’s interface is a deterministic
operation performed by the operating system in a speculative manner. The
scheme is speculative in the sense that it is triggered based on the runtime
awareness of shared resources utilization (e.g. I/O, CPU time, memory) in
the system rather than static knowledge of its functioning. Reconfiguration is
split in small steps executed while the operating system is idle and mitigates
interference by powering down peripherals performing I/O operations. The
decision of powering down a peripheral based on its I/O usage is taken by
using data from the Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) and also from
peripheral’s performance registers (e.g. the register that counts the number
of bytes sent in a network card). Hence, even with little available idle time,
reconfiguration can be carried transparently, comply with timing requirements,
and be aware of possible interference sources in the system. The chapter
shares content with the DSD’15 paper A Framework for Dynamic Real-Time
Reconfiguration (REIS; FRo¨HLICH; WANNER, 2015), and the SBESC’15
paper On the FPGA Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration Interference on Real-
Time Systems (REIS; FRo¨HLICH; HOELLER, 2015).
Section 5.1 contains the assumptions considered for deploying the spec-
ulative reconfiguration process. In Section 5.2 we discuss how to isolate the
reconfiguration process to ensure it is only deployed when there is available
idle time. Techniques for monitoring the I/O usage that can affect the recon-
figuration and techniques to mitigate its impact are presented in Section 5.3
and Section 5.4 respectively. The reconfiguration process steps are described
in Section 5.5 to Section 5.8. Section 5.9 presents a discussion on different
aspects of the proposed techniques.
5.1 ASSUMPTIONS
This works relies on a set of assumptions to function effectively. Ini-
tially we consider that to perform the reconfiguration, there must be available
idle time (slack) during application execution and that when no other thread
is executing, an operating system thread usually called idle thread is sched-
uled. We assume that critical threads are periodic and the scheduling policy is
selected from a group of scheduling algorithms for which the slack time can
be computed. Next, we assume that the operating system has a power man-
agement mechanism capable of keeping track of which tasks are using each
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device. Finally, we assume that components subject to power management,
usually I/O devices, implement methods to dump and restore their states.
5.2 RECONFIGURATION ISOLATION
Operating system or application activities occurring at the wrong instant
can disrupt FPGA reconfiguration and cause several drawbacks to applications
depending on it. Moreover, contention time due to applications usage of I/O
resources is usually not taken into account on reconfiguration execution time.
For instance, operations that are most susceptible to I/O interference are those
that move significant amounts of data from one subsystem to another such as
loading a bitstream from memory into the FPGA reconfiguration interface. To
overcome these concerns, we deploy the reconfiguration process only when
there are no other threads to run. We consider that in this scenario a special
thread with the lowest priority in the system called idle thread is scheduled.
The reconfiguration process invoked by idle thread is the entity in charge
of keeping the system configuration tuned with the reconfiguration policy
specified by the user.
The idle thread must be able to retrieve the time available before the
next scheduling event to ensure that the reconfiguration will not interfere
with timing guarantees of the next scheduled thread. We consider that the
operating system scheduler has a queue listing all threads that are ready to be
executed but did not yet reached their activation periods and that such structure
is accessible by the idle thread. Such list contains timing information on each
thread and is used by the operating system to know when each thread should
be scheduled and can be used to calculate the available slack time that can be
used to perform the reconfiguration. The reconfiguration process is activated
only if the available slack is large enough to hold its execution (or part of
it) without delaying the next scheduling event. Nevertheless, even when the
scheduler’s ready queue is empty, we cannot assume that no I/O operation that
might interfere with (and be interfered by) the reconfiguration is happening
on background. For example, a thread might have started a DMA operation
to transfer a network packet from the main memory to the network interface
card and gone sleeping waiting for it to finish. When deployed by the idle
thread, the reconfiguration process monitors I/O operations occurring in the
system to infer when is the best time to trigger the reconfiguration so that its
execution time does not exceed the available slack time. If the slack time is
not enough to perform the reconfiguration, the reconfiguration process can
power down one or more non-critical threads expecting a larger slack time in
its next invocation.
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The speculative reconfiguration triggered by the idle thread is a key
element in our approach but, ensuring that critical threads will not have their
deadlines compromised solely through it would require the reconfiguration
procedure to be carried out without ever blocking the scheduler. Indeed, much
of this procedure can be performed in parallel with the execution of user
threads, including reconfiguration policy enforcement and bitstream loading.
Nevertheless, the handling of a component’s state and the redirecting of their
clients to the new implementation are operations that have to be performed
atomically. For instance, the state can be corrupted if we transfer half of it
from the old implementation to the new one and part of the already transferred
state changes before binding the interface to the new implementation. Since
both atomic activities, state and client handling, have deterministic duration
(state handling is directly proportional to the component’s internal state size
and client binding is a fixed cost operation), the reconfiguration mechanism
can always determine whether a reconfiguration would compromise a deadline
or not, postponing it in case it would. Combining these elements we provide a
deterministic and self-contained reconfiguration process as will be shown in
the next sections.
The decision of which device to power down to maximize the slack
time and to reduce interference on the reconfiguration process depends on the
proper monitoring of the interference sources. Before presenting a detailed
description of the reconfiguration process, we present an overview of I/O
monitoring and interference mitigation techniques.
5.3 I/O TRAFFIC MONITORING
As previously stated, activities carried during reconfiguration might
move large amounts of data from one subsystem to another (e.g. loading a
bitstream from memory to the reconfiguration interface). Not always the time
interval until the next scheduling event calculated by the operating system
is large enough to perform a full or a partial reconfiguration. To enlarge the
slack time in subsequent invocations, the reconfiguration process can decide
to suspend non-critical threads whenever their I/O usage trespasses a given
threshold or based on usage statistics of peripheral usage. Such heuristic is
fed with data from system monitors capable of gather metrics as the usage of
peripherals I/O capabilities and the load on hardware communication bridges.
If each active peripheral has its own set of registers containing usage
statistics, it is straightforward to infer their individuals I/O loads on the system
and by consequence, how much I/O interference they generate. The statistics
registers hold counts for various types of events associated with device specific
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operations and are valuable to infer when it should be powered off in order
to reduce interference. By standard, Ethernet controllers gather statistics like
the number of frames and octets received and transmitted through the network.
Moreover, modern I/O bridges are also equipped with transaction counters
able to differentiate from read and write operations. Insights on I/O traffic can
be derived by fusing data from peripheral counters with data from bridges to
estimate the traffic of peripherals with no usage statistics registers at all. The
overhead associated with using peripheral statistics registers for heuristics on
peripheral I/O usage is comprised by the operation of reading them by polling.
In platforms where such fine grained monitoring capabilities are not
available, it is still feasible to infer usage data from a PMU considering that
the operating system is aware of the active peripherals. PMUs are specialized
on-chip hardware units that monitor micro-architectural events on proces-
sors in real-time used mainly to tune and profile application and operating
system (SPRUNT, 2002) and to perform online optimizations. The events
count is stored in Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) which are special
registers available in most modern processors capable of monitoring events
such as cache misses, page faults, elapsed CPU cycles, traffic on interconnects
and many more. Newer PMUs are even capable of monitoring I/O traffic on
individual interconnect slots. Despite modern PMUs being able to account
hundreds of events, due to physical limitations only a restricted set of events
can be routed to HPCs being unfeasible to monitor all events simultaneously.
Specific libraries are used to mitigate the complexity of handling the low-level
PMU interface and correctly mapping the desired events to the HPCs by the op-
erating system. The Linux operating system has its own performance counter
subsystem commonly accessed in user space by the perf tool to obtain and
analyze application performance. Embedded libraries to abstract the access to
HPCs by creating a simpler interface to configure and read them in embedded
systems, without adding expressive overhead to the application performing
dynamic optimizations are also proposed (GRACIOLI; FRo¨HLICH, 2011).
Notice that peripheral statistics registers can provide a finer-grained informa-
tion compared to PMUs data but the latency associated with HPCs registers is
much smaller as PMUs are usually closer to the CPU.
Even with no hardware performance monitoring at all, the operating
system might have counters implemented in software able to correlate software
operations with I/O usage. By accounting the number of invocations from
a thread to a given peripheral represented by its device driver, an operating
system has an indicator of I/O traffic. In reflective systems it would even be
possible to store as object meta-information the number of invocations of a
method the performs heavy I/O to further use it as a traffic estimator. Off-the-
shelf operating systems such as Linux can monitor I/O usage per task from
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user land (e.g. the iotop command can monitor task I/O usage through the
taskstats kernel interface). Software counters and hardware counters should
not be seem as separate mechanism for I/O monitoring but as complementary,
using data from both of them can provide deeper insights on the global I/O
usage.
A different approach would be using static powering down order to
define which threads should be powered down first to relief critical threads
from I/O interference. Such strategy can work effectively on systems with
statically predictable I/O loads in which a set of threads are clearly the ones to
generate most of the I/O traffic in the application. For example, a thread that
is constantly decoding a video stream can be a perfect candidate for power-
ing down. Nevertheless, in complex applications that react to unpredictable
external stimuli it is difficult to evaluate before runtime which threads and
peripherals are the ones that will have a bigger impact on I/O usage.
Monitoring methods independent from hardware or software event
counters can also be employed. An operation passive to suffer I/O interference
from other system components can be profiled during system startup, when no
other system peripheral is active. Subsequent invocations of the operation are
also monitored and we can attribute significants increase of its execution time
to the I/O interference caused by other peripherals.
5.4 I/O INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
Monitoring alone is not sufficient to allow a reconfiguration without
interference. Not always the system can wait for an opportunity where there
is enough CPU time and no I/O operations at all are being held to start the
reconfiguration. It must also deploy techniques to mitigate interference sources
when the reconfiguration is more important than the activities generating
interference.
A hardware mitigation solution would be employing interconnects with
QoS capabilities. QoS allow packets to be categorized in classes that may
posses different performance requirements (e.g. latency, jitter, throughput)
and priority. By means of strict service contracts between client (peripheral)
and the interconnect, the desired level of performance is provided as long as
the peripheral complies with a set of limitations (DALLY; TOWLES, 2003).
For example, a QoS contract can guarantee a maximum latency of 1 ms to
a peripheral moving data to the main memory if it injects less than 1 MB
during a 1 ms interval. In a scenario where two packets with different priorities
request the same resource, the resource will be yielded to the one with a higher
QoS priority. To comply with contracts, some restrictions are propagated to
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the software layer that must guarantee a peripheral I/O usage between the
contract bounds. ARM’s CoreLink NIC-301 Network Interconnect provides
an optional QoS extension (ARM, 2011) that allows assigning priority levels
for traffic coming from each master in the interconnect. Notice that solely
using QoS for a peripheral attached to an interconnect does not solves the
interference problem completely if the peripheral is being used by multiple
threads. If a critical and a non-critical thread are accessing the same device,
QoS will prioritize traffic generated by both of them without distinguishing
between criticalities. The coarse grained control offered by QoS on I/O traffic
priorities does not allow it to be used as the single mitigation mechanism, it
must be coupled with software techniques for a holistic control on I/O traffic.
Similar to QoS, specialized hardware interfacing the peripheral with the
interconnect can throttle the peripheral I/O operations and also buffer incoming
data, waiting for the appropriate moment to transfer it to its destination without
disrupting timing requirements from the rest of the system. An approach
focused on the classical real-time systems theory would be to tame the I/O
subsystem by putting it under a real-time scheduling discipline (BAK et
al., 2009). Time allocated for communication can be viewed as a shared
resource and be allocated by scheduling policies in a similar fashion to classical
uniprocessor scheduling. Instead of worrying during runtime if a peripheral is
active, specialized hardware IPs centralize all the decision making concerning
scheduling the I/O transfers using real-time policies. Without employing
monitoring techniques, this strategy must guarantee that only one peripheral
is exchanging data at a time. Notice that allowing multiple peripherals to
simultaneously access the main memory through the same interconnect can
result in unpredictable latency and bandwidth allocation. A static strategy
to mitigate possible interference sources is to deal with I/O interference by
accounting for the contention time in the Worst Case-Execution Time (WCET)
calculation of each task (PELLIZZONI; CACCAMO, 2010) based on traces
of program execution. However, being aware of the global load bound of all
peripherals in the system can be unfeasible for partitioned architectures that
must be temporally and logically isolated from each other. To address this
issue, specialized hardware is proposed to extend I/O isolation to different
partitions with different criticalities.
Software power management techniques can also be adapted to func-
tion as an I/O mitigation mechanism assuming that the system can infer which
peripherals are active. For instance, assuming that power management mecha-
nism can throttle or disable a peripheral to save energy, the same procedure can
be employed to shut down a peripheral when I/O monitors signal it is interfer-
ing with a critical thread. The power management mechanism must effectively
map the abstractions to the peripherals used by them to transparently disable
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not only the peripheral but also the higher level layers of the application. A
detailed description on using a power management as a mechanism to mitigate
interference will be presented in Section 5.7. When using the powering down
mechanism to mitigate I/O interference we must acknowledge that powering
down a component that is frequently used might increase the overall power
consumption instead of decreasing it due to the inherent overhead of the pow-
ering down operation (WEISSEL; BEUTEL; BELLOSA, 2002). Heuristics to
both decrease power consumption and reduce I/O interference must account
not only for the magnitude of the I/O transactions a peripheral perform but
also the frequency they occur.
5.5 RECONFIGURATION TRIGGERING
To explain the reconfiguration process in details, we will assume a
reconfiguration policy that favors hardware implementations (i.e., it will try
to push as many components to hardware as possible). Any other policy to
guide when and which components should be reconfigured could be used.
For instance, if energy awareness is a must, the system might start reconfig-
uring power hungry implementations into low power ones when running on
batteries if the application can tolerate a decline in quality-of-service of its
components (WANNER; SRIVASTAVA, 2014).
In the first step of the process, presented in Figure 17, the idle thread
loads a given component implementation into the reconfigurable fabric. Ini-
tially, get slack() asks the scheduler for the available slack time until
the next scheduling event. The idle thread relies on an abstraction named
Component Manager for assistance with auxiliary tasks during reconfigu-
ration. Component Manager is charged of managing available hardware
resources and manipulating component implementation’s state during runtime
It also interacts with other operating system component to power down com-
ponents that might interfere with the reconfiguration process. If the slack is
enough to allocate the necessary hardware resources in the reconfigurable
fabric, the idle thread asks the Component Manager if one of the system com-
ponents needs to be reconfigured using the reconfig request() method.
The allocation of the hardware resources which will be used by the component
such as reconfigurable partitions is performed in alloc resources(). The
time necessary to allocate the resource depend on the underlying reconfigurable
fabric and how it is organized. For example, if well defined reconfigurable
partitions are used as the reconfigurable blocks, alloc resources() will
look for a free one in a list of partitions. Otherwise, better FPGA area usage
might be yielded with sophisticated placement algorithms (AHMADINIA et
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al., 2004; STEIGER; WALDER; PLATZNER, 2004). Caching techniques can
also be employed to reduce the resource allocation time by exploring temporal
locality in hardware implementations usage (AHMADINIA et al., 2004).
get_slack()
slack
reconfig_request()
new_request
alloc_resources()
halt()
Idle Scheduler Component_Manager
alt [new_request]
[else]
alt [slack > alloc_time]
alt [!new_request]
Figure 17 – Reconfiguration triggering and resource allocation sequence dia-
gram.
5.6 COMPONENT LOADING
Next, a bitstream containing the implementation of the given compo-
nent to the available partition is loaded into the FPGA as shown in Figure 18.
Notice that the process described in Figure 18 happens right after the process
depicted in Figure 17 is completed. get slack() is invoked again to account
for the impact of resource allocation in the available slack. The time necessary
to load a bitstream to the reconfiguration interface is sensible to the usage of
the interconnects through which the bitstream will cross. Thus, to keep the
reconfiguration time deterministic, we rely on minimizing interference from
other peripherals performing I/O operations during bitstream loading. Based
on the heuristic knowledge of the I/O operations carried in the system, the
idle thread can decide to perform or to postpone the bitstream loading. If
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bitstream loading is postponed, the idle thread will use its heuristics to chose a
non-critical thread to power down aiming to increase the slack time in its next
invocation by calling Component Manager’s power down() method.
get_slack()
slack
load_comp()
loaded
power_down()
halt()
Idle Scheduler Component_Manager
[else]
alt [slack > load_time]
[else]
alt [new_request && !loaded]
Figure 18 – Component bitstream loading sequence diagram.
With possible interference sources disabled and enough slack time
available, bitstream chunks are fetched from memory and loaded into the
FPGA each time load comp() is invoked by the idle thread. The size of each
chunk is adjusted to fit in the slack time available in the given scheduling period
considering the FPGA’s reconfiguration interface throughput. load comp()
signals that the bitstream is completely loaded by returning true which is
assigned to the loaded variable. If the slack time is insufficient, the idle thread
follows its original flow (usually halting the CPU). One could be tempted to
assume that bitstream loading and user thread execution could be carried out in
parallel, but since our focus is on critical systems, such an assumption would
rise complicated questions about arbitration in the system buses that cannot
be answered in a platform-independent way. We therefore check for amount
of time remaining until the next thread activation. The first step ends when
the bitstream in completely loaded, which might take multiple invocations
of the idle thread, followed by the powering up of the components that were
previously shut down.
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The idle thread also monitors interference sources by profiling each
load comp() execution time, tlc. The canonical load comp() execution time
without any source of interference, Tlc, is measured on system startup before
launching the application. If tlc > Tlc for any load comp() execution, we
consider that critical threads issued I/O operations and are now sleeping wait-
ing their completion and thus, interfering with reconfiguration. If peripherals
being used by critical threads interfere with load comp() operation, the idle
thread can only abort the reconfiguration.
5.7 POWER MANAGEMENT
Both power up() and power down() methods are wrappers for a
power management mechanism that allows changing operating modes of indi-
vidual components, including the ability to turn them on and off (HOELLER;
FRo¨HLICH, 2006). The power management mechanism consistently migrates
component states among operating modes using the hierarchical organization
of software and hardware components. It also keeps track of the relation
between system components, ensuring consistency of operating mode transi-
tions by navigating the hierarchical organization of components. System-wide
power management takes place by issuing operating mode change commands
to the Component Manager component that contains references to all sub-
systems used by the application. Component Manager handles the propaga-
tion of operating mode change commands to all components in the system.
power up() and power down() use Component Manager’s interface to nav-
igate the components hierarchy to turn on and off the devices that are clients
of non-critical threads.
The power management mechanism controls concurrent access to op-
erating mode transitions of system devices. When threads instantiate compo-
nents, the mechanism is notified so it can identify the client threads of each
device. If more than one thread uses the same device, an operating mode tran-
sition only takes place if all client threads agree on the target operating mode.
If two or more threads issue different operating mode transition commands,
the targeted device stays at the requested operating mode that delivers the
larger set of services or the higher performance.
Components deliver their power management capabilities through their
power management interface. The interface is comprised by two methods:
one to verify the component operating mode (power()) and other to change
it (power(status)). The system also provides a set of predefined operating
modes for portability purposes: OFF, STANDBY, LIGHT, and FULL. All com-
ponents can have their operating modes managed by the interface, including
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operating system abstractions such as threads or network communication
interfaces, not only peripherals.
The Component Manager uses Thread’s power management inter-
face to power down peripherals being used only by non-critical threads.
Threads implement two operating modes: FULL and OFF. When an invocation
of the thread’s power(OFF) takes place, the Component Manager forwards
the same invocation to all components down the hierarchy to which the target
thread is a client Each component can in turn use other components or devices,
so the power management mechanism propagates the command until it reaches
the bottom of the components hierarchy. Each device reached is shut down if
the target thread is its sole client otherwise, the device stays in the higher level
of operation requested by its client threads.
Component_Manager
idle:Thread
a:Thread
:Communicator
:Ethernet_NIC
. . . b:Thread
:Video_Codec
:GPU
1 power_down()
1.1 power(OFF)
1.1.1 power(OFF)
1.1.1.1 power(OFF)
1.2 power(OFF)
1.2.1 power(OFF)
1.2.1.1 power(OFF)
Figure 19 – Component Manager powering down two threads and the periph-
erals being used by them.
Figure 19 shows an example of the power down process performed
by the Component Manager in two threads. After the idle thread calls
the Component Manager’s power down() method, Component Manager
traverses the scheduler queue to identify non-critical threads. Next, the
Component Manager proceeds to issue power(OFF) commands to all non-
critical threads which, in this example, are threads a and b. a uses a
Communicator abstraction1 to which the power(OFF) command is for-
warded. The Communicator accesses the power management interface of
its clients to check which of them are active. If a is the only active client
of Communicator, the command is forwarded to the Ethernet NIC driver,
which handles the Ethernet device shut down. Similarly to what happens to a,
1Communicator abstracts the protocol stack of a network communication subsystem.
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in b the power(OFF) command is forwarded to the underlying components
(Video Codec), eventually reaching the GPU driver and shutting it down if it
has no active clients.
When a critical and a non-critical thread share the usage of a peripheral,
one might argue that it is not possible tell which of them is responsible for
a high I/O usage rate using only information from low-level performance
counters. Indeed, most PMUs cannot tell which logical entity (e.g. an operating
system thread) started an I/O operation and thus, account for it in a separate
counter. In such scenarios, software techniques can combine PMU data related
to a given peripheral activity with the awareness of which and when each
logical entity interacts with it to infer the peripheral usage share of each logical
entity. For instance, each time the operating system intercepts a call from a
thread to a peripheral, it can annotate the peripheral’s performance statistics
before and after to account for the difference and associate it with the thread’s
usage of the peripheral. Based on such usage hints associated to each thread,
the operating system can employ statistical methods to guide its choice of
which component to power down to minimize I/O interference. For example,
if a non-critical and a critical threads share the same peripheral and historically
the non-critical thread is responsible for most of the usage share of a peripheral,
it is safe to assume that powering the non-critical thread down will minimize
its interference on the critical thread.
5.8 STATE HANDLING AND REBINDING
To finalize the reconfiguration process, the Handle must save the
component’s state from the previous domain and restore it into the current one.
Moreover, it must update its domain to dispatch future method invocations
to the correct component implementation. This step, depicted in Figure 20,
must be atomically executed and therefore requires enough slack time to be
concluded in a single invocation of the idle thread. When the available slack
is bigger than the time to perform the bind operation, the idle thread initially
acquires the scheduler lock. One might argue that if the slack time is enough,
the idle thread will not be preempted during the whole step thus the lock is
pointless. Nevertheless, on multicore machines, the idle thread must acquire
the lock to prevent cross-core interference. Next, the idle thread invokes the
reconfigure() method of the component’s Handle.
reconfigure() first fetches the software implementation’s state by
invoking save state() and further transfers it to the hardware implemen-
tation using restore state() At this point the hardware component is
ready to operate and its Handle can change the component’s domain using
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get_slack()
slack
lock()
save_state()
state
restore_state(state)
set_domain(HW)
reconfigure()
power_up()
unlock()
power_down()
halt()
Idle Scheduler Handle Component_Manager
[else]
alt [slack > bind_time]
alt [loaded]
Figure 20 – State handling and rebinding sequence diagram.
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set domain(). From now on, the method invocations will all be dispatched
to the component’s hardware implementation. After the reconfiguration is
finished (possibly after more than one idle thread invocation), the peripherals
that were powered off are turned on by the power up() method.
Extra attention to I/O interference is also taken when saving and restor-
ing the state of the component being reconfigured. As it is an atomic operation,
we cannot interrupt it as with the component loading step. We can, however,
account for its worst interference case and use the same heuristics approach to
power down components as in the previous step and defer reconfigure()
execution until it becomes possible. When the whole reconfiguration process
is finished, power up() is called to awake all threads and peripherals that
were powered down previously.
5.9 DISCUSSION
The strategy proposed in this chapter provides a speculative reconfig-
uration scheme that can be used without disrupting the embedded system’s
timing constraints postponing it otherwise. In opposite to most works that
employ reconfiguration capabilities in time sensitive applications, we do not
schedule statically when each reconfiguration will occur (LI et al., 2013; AL.,
2011; CLEMENTE; RESANO; MOZOS, 2014). Instead, we provide the
infrastructure to deploy it during application execution as a reaction to un-
predictable environmental and process variations (e.g. availability of power
sources, hardware defects). Such flexible reconfiguration process allows it
to be seen as an adaptation mechanism in systems that are sensitive to its
environment and use such self-awareness to better adapt itself to an application
during runtime.
We do not specify exactly in which environmental conditions an im-
plementation should be reconfigured and how to gather data to obtain such
insights, those concerns are out of this work’s scope. In this way, our work is
complementary to efforts such as the CPSoC (SARMA; DUTT, 2014) that fill
the gap of how to monitor an embedded system conditions through sensor data
that crosses the multiple hardware and software layers. Moreover, algorith-
mic choice efforts such as the ViRUS framework (WANNER; SRIVASTAVA,
2014) provide rich insights on how to create a set of rules of when a certain
component implementation can be switched by another without strict user
intervention. It is possible to trigger adaptation according to a set of power
consumption, temperature rules, and quality-of-service ranges defined by the
user that guide a context-aware algorithmic choice. Our hardware reconfigura-
tion scheme can be seem as an actuation mechanism in such works and utilize
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their self-awareness capabilities to change a component implementation based
on context.
The reconfiguration criticality depend directly on who is benefiting
from it: generally, it is as critical as the thread that uses the component being
reconfigured. Nevertheless, special environmental conditions might demand
for a more flexible approach to evaluate the reconfiguration criticality. For
example, if the system is running on batteries that are almost depleted, it is
safe to state that reconfiguring components to their low-power implementation
is a priority to keep the system alive.
Notice that the reconfiguration process executing in the idle thread
results in an overall execution time increase that must be reserved for the
operating system in the CPU capacity. On traditional computer architectures
that employ deterministic hardware, the WCET of each method invoked by
the speculative reconfiguration process can be estimated. Statistical methods
based on static code analysis techniques and code profiling (WILHELM; AL.,
2008) can be employed to determine the execution time of such operations.
Nevertheless, modern architectures employ mechanisms (e.g. pipelines, hard-
ware prefetchers) that sacrifice the timing determinism of its instructions set
in favor of a lower average latency. In multicore processors estimating the
WCET becomes even more complicated due to sharing of resources such
as memory, cache, and I/O channels resulting in intercore interference. For
such architectures, using static analysis to predict the WCET of a source code
block is extremely difficult or overly pessimistic due to its interactions with
non-deterministic hardware. An estimation of the WCET with an adjustable
confidence level can be extracted from multiple executions of the application
binary code on the target platform. In measurement-based approaches, the
resulting value of the WCET is typically inflated further with an error margin
(20 % to 30 % of the observed value) in order to account for unobserved con-
ditions that can delay the execution (GRACIOLI et al., 2015). Consequently,
measurement-based approaches can also lead to an overestimated WCET.
We do not enforce a specific thread scheduling policy for the recon-
figuration scheme to work however, some scheduling policies might result
in faster a reconfiguration than others. For instance, the Least Laxity First
(LLF) scheduling policy for thread scheduling agglutinates the slack time of
jobs running for multiple periods, yielding intervals that are more likely to be
suitable for reconfiguration operations. Nevertheless, other scheduling policies
such as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Rate-Monotonic (RM) could also
be used.
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6 EVALUATION
This chapter has four objectives: 1) Present the technical aspects behind
the ideas in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5; 2) Show that I/O operations interfere
with FPGAs reconfiguration; 3) Evaluate the proposed reconfiguration scheme
in an industrial application with severe timing constraints; 4) Analyse possible
trade-offs between different components implementations that might dictate
reconfiguration policies.
For so, the chapter explores a proof of concept for the partial imple-
mentation of reconfigurable components and their reconfiguration process
used to evaluate the ideas previously proposed. The focus is on the hardware
platform used in the experiments and the Real-Time Operating System (RTOS)
infrastructure proposed. To address the three final objectives, four experi-
ments were performed and are described in the next sections. The first and
the second evaluates the partial reconfiguration time in different scenarios of
I/O interference inflicted by peripherals. The third analyses the feasibility of
using reconfigurable components in a PABX telephony system SoC studying
the heuristics that can be implemented to optimise performance based on
the ability to reconfigure system components. The fourth explores possible
trade-offs between mathematical components implementations that might be
explored to adapt the system’s non-functional characteristics.
In all experiments, the operating system and the applications were
compiled with GCC 4.4.4 targeting the ARMv7 ISA using level 2 optimization
enabled by GCC’s -O2 flag except in the last that uses GCC 4.7.2 with the -O
flag activated. For the hardware flow, Calypto’s Catapult UV 2011a was used
to obtain RTL descriptions of the components described using the Unified
Design methodology. The hardware platform was prototyped in ZedBoard, a
development kit based on Xilinx’s XC7Z020 SoC, using Xilinx’s Vivado 13.4
for RTL hardware synthesis except in the first and the second experiment that
used Vivado 14.2. Synthesis constraints were adjusted on Vivado and Catapult
to minimize circuit area considering a maximum frequency of 100 MHz except
in the last experiment where the maximum frequency is 150 MHz. Notice
that the software versions were updated during this work to benefit from new
features.
This chapter shares content with the DSD’15 paper A Framework for
Dynamic Real-Time Reconfiguration (REIS; FRo¨HLICH; WANNER, 2015),
the RSP’15 paper X-Ware: Mutant Computing Substrates (REIS; WANNER;
FRo¨HLICH, 2015), and the SBESC’15 paper On the FPGA Dynamic Par-
tial Reconfiguration Interference on Real-Time Systems (REIS; FRo¨HLICH;
HOELLER, 2015).
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6.1 IMPLEMENTATION
This section starts by presenting an overview of the EPOSSOC and its
internals including details on RTSNoC, CPU nodes, and rec nodes. Next, the
EPOS operating system is presented followed by the description of software
and hardware components implementations and the details on hardware/soft-
ware communication.
6.1.1 EPOSSOC
A platform called EPOSSOC was assembled to support the deploy-
ment of this work, Figure 21 shows its architecture. The CPU nodes contain
software components and execute the RTOS that orchestrates hardware compo-
nents deployment. Rec nodes are reconfigurable partitions that might contain
hardware implementations of components deployed on an FPGA. An IO node
accommodates peripherals used for input and output operations that are shared
between all other nodes in EPOSSOC. All nodes are interconnected through a
NoC based scheme implemented using RTSNoC routers. A bus-based intercon-
nect was discarded as it is not the most suitable choice for more heterogeneous
designs in which hardware components have active roles (MICHELI et al.,
2010). Moreover, the rec nodes are connected to RTSNoC routers ports and
one of the RTSNoC routers ports is connected to the CPU node through an
AMBA bridge. The SoC was prototyped in ZedBoard (AVNET, 2014), a devel-
opment kit based on Xilinx’s Zynq-7000 FPGA SoC coupling a reconfigurable
fabric with a hard core ARM Cortex-A9 dual core CPU.
6.1.1.1 RTSNoC
The RTSNoC targets real-time applications: routers arbiters imple-
ment a priority-based dynamic scheduling algorithm that establishes limits
for the communication latency between two network nodes. RTSNoC routers,
presented in Figure 22a, allow flit interleaving from different flows in the
same communication channel while balancing the load without centralized
network control (BEREJUCK; FRo¨HLICH, 2014). For this purpose, all flits
flowing through the network carry embedded routing information used for flit
arbitration and scheduling by the network routers. The network consists of star
topology routers disposed to form a two dimensional mesh and each router has
eight bi-directional channels, presented in Figure 22b, that can be connected
to cores or channels of other routers.
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Figure 21 – EPOSSOC block diagram. CPU, IO, and rec nodes are intercon-
nected by RTSNoC routers.
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Figure 22 – RTSNoC internals.
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6.1.1.2 CPU nodes
Software implementations of components run on the CPU nodes that
are hardcore or a softcore processors with its own peripherals. In our sce-
nario, a CPU node, presented in Figure 23, is a dual-core Cortex-A9 processor
coupled with several peripherals that executes an RTOS. Its internal intercon-
nect structure has several levels that are based on the third generation of the
AMBA protocols family called Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI). The
CPU node provides the necessary hardware support to implement the proxies
and agents described previously when communicating between software and
hardware. Hardware reconfiguration is held by the PCAP interface on the
AMBA Interconnect, also managed by the RTOS.
FPU DSP FPU DSP
SMP Timers
DMA IC
Debug and Trace
ARM Cortex A9 ARM Cortex A9
L1 Cache L1 Cache
L2 Cache
Scratch Pad
AXI Interconnect
NoC
I2C
PCAP
GPIO
SPI
USB
UART
Flash DRAM
Figure 23 – CPU node block diagram. Software components are deployed in
it by an RTOS.
6.1.1.3 Rec nodes
Rec nodes are FPGA partitions that contain a hardware implementation
of a given component and can be individually reconfigured using PCAP. The
implementation deployed in the node might change during application execu-
tion as well as the component using the node itself. For instance, component
A’s Imp 0 hardware implementation might be initially deployed in a rec node
followed by component A’s Implementation 1 followed by component B’s
Implementation 0. During partial reconfiguration, rec node output pins
behaviour is unpredictable which can lead to invalid packets sent through
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its interface with the RTSNoC router (XILINX, 2015c). To mitigate this
issue, the rec node interface with the RTSNoC router is decoupled during
partial reconfiguration using registers that are disabled before starting partial
reconfiguration and enabled when it finishes.
6.1.2 EPOS
The EPOS RTOS was used as the backbone for the infrastructure
employed for seamlessly deploying reconfigurable components. EPOS is a
multi-platform, component-based operating system that implements traditional
operating system services through adaptable, platform-independent system
components (FRo¨HLICH, 2001). It has a highly scalable architecture that is
molded to accomplish the needs of applications. Moreover, EPOS supports
aspects through a scenario adapter mechanism (FRo¨HLICH; SCHRo¨DER-
PREIKSCHAT, 2000). Distinct combinations of system components and
scenario aspects lead to different software architectures. In this context, EPOS
implements a framework that defines how components can be arranged to-
gether into a functioning system. EPOS component framework, depicted in
Figure 24, is realized by a C++ static metaprogram that is executed during com-
ponent instantiation to adapt the component to coexist with other components
as required by each application.
0..N
Client Handle
Comp
Stub
Comp
Proxy
Comp
Agent
Comp
Adapter
Comp
Component Scenario
Comp
Hardware
Software
Aspect
Interface
«msg»
Figure 24 – EPOS component framework metaprogram.
Stub bridges Handle either with the abstraction’s scenario Adapter
or with its Proxy. The Proxy is used when the interaction between the
component and the client crosses domains, such as SW/HW, user/kernel, or
distinct machines on a network. Moreover, Proxy realizes the interface of
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the abstraction it represents, forwarding method invocations to its Agent.
Agent, likewise the Handle for a local scenario, forwards invocations to the
abstraction’s Adapter. Adapter performs scenario adaptations for the corre-
sponding abstraction, adapting its instances to perform in the selected scenario.
It applies primitives supplied by the aspect program collection Scenario (e.g.
remote or hardware) to abstractions, without making assumptions about the
scenario aspects represented by these primitives. Adaptations are carried out
by wrapping the operations defined by the component within the enter()
and leave() scenario primitives, and also by enforcing a scenario-specific
semantics for creating, sharing and destroying its instances.
EPOS component framework provides most of the artifacts needed to
deploy reconfigurable components such as Handles. The indirection between
the client and the component in EPOS framework allows a transparent imple-
mentation of components with reconfigurable implementations. We modified
EPOS so that Handle could be used as the switching point between implemen-
tations during runtime by aggregating multiple component implementations.
Handle might point to any user-selected implementation while still maintain-
ing internal references to other implementations for later usage so that only
one component implementation is active as proposed in Chapter 3.
The idle thread in EPOS has the lowest priority among all threads in
the system and it’s used to carry the reconfiguration operation. The real-time
scheduler in EPOS supports multiple scheduling policies (GRACIOLI et al.,
2013) and ensures that the idle thread is only scheduled when there is no
other thread ready to run. Another feature of EPOS scheduler useful for our
reconfiguration strategy is that it keeps the list of threads that are ready to
be executed but did not yet reached their activation periods1 in an ordered,
relative queue. Therefore, calculating the amount of time available for atomic
reconfiguration activities becomes a deterministic operation that consists of
subtracting the current time kept in the system timer from the time stamp of
the queue’s head.
6.1.3 Unified design of implementations
Hardware and software components implementations were developed
from a unified description in C++ by leveraging AOP and OOP techniques. Such
descriptions are obtained by isolating aspects specific to hardware and software
scenarios. Aspects that differ significantly in each domain such as resource
allocation and communication interface were isolated in aspects programs that
are applied to the unified descriptions before compiled (Mu¨CK; FRo¨HLICH,
1Each activation of a periodic thread is called a job that is released at each period.
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2013). A single description can be compiled as a software implementation
using regular C++ compilers and also to RTL through a HLS process and then
synthesized to a target hardware platform.
The infrastructure previously presented in Figure 7a was used for han-
dling one or more hardware and software implementations for each component.
Figure 25 presents the resulting architecture for a component with a single
software implementation and single hardware one, both generated from the
component’s unified description. The implementations are adapted to their
scenarios (software and hardware) and inherit from Component itself so that
the Handle can transparently dispatch method invocations to the implemen-
tation being currently deployed. The Proxies and Agents used for inter
domain communication between software and hardware and the Adapters
for scenario adaptation were not depicted in the figure for simplicity.
Handle
reconfigure()
Component
Software Hardware
Client
Component Component
«Mutant»
Component
polymorphic
2
Figure 25 – Resulting architecture for a component deploying a software and
hardware implementation.
As our components have a single high-level description for hardware
and software implementations, their state in both domains can be captured by a
group of internal variables. Methods save state() and restore state()
are implemented by the component’s developers themselves and not by the
operating system. Therefore they must agree upon a common representation
of each component’s state so both methods can interoperate.
6.1.4 Software/hardware communication
Platform-specific specializations of Proxies and Agents support the
RTSNoC based communication scheme within EPOS. In software, EPOS keeps
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lists of all existing Proxies to hardware and Agents to software. Each com-
ponent is associated with a unique identifier that is mapped by a resource table
to a physical address in the RTSNoC. Upon a call request, this address is used
to build a packet containing the target method identifier and its arguments. An
EPOS Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) reads all pending packets and performs
the necessary operations to transfer the packet to its destination Agent in a rec
node. When EPOS receives a packet containing the return value of the invoked
method, it forwards the packet to the corresponding blocked Proxy. When a
packet contains data from a method call request, the information is forwarded
to the dispatcher of the respective Agent
Method arguments are serialized on invocation by the Proxy and de-
serialized when received by the Agent to fit in the RTSNoC data channels.
After finishing method invocation the Agent serializes the return value and
send it through the RTSNoC for the block Proxy that will deserialize the
data. Notice that the exchange of pointers to data structures or data structures
containing pointers between hardware and software implementations is not
supported due to HLS tool limitations. The tool must be able to determine
statically all structures to which a pointer might point to function correctly. In
our case, passing a pointer to a hardware component would mean sharing a
data allocated in a CPU node’s main memory that is not known at synthesis
time by the HLS tool and is not accessible by the rec node.
Although RMI provides a transparent approach for method invocation
across domains, it is clearly not optimized for transferring massive amounts
of data as return values from the invoked methods. On components deployed
in the realm of dataflow applications, RMI is meant solely to transport the
commands and fixed address that are used in the specific dataflow mechanisms.
For example, an application can invoke a video decoding component method
whose arguments are the compressed video address in the main memory and
an address to store the video output so the component can move data in and out
autonomously. EPOS employs static metaprogramming techniques to provide
a low overhead mechanism specialised for each type of method arguments and
return values.
6.2 I/O INTERFERENCE DURING FPGA RECONFIGURATION
We designed two experiments to perform a quantitative evaluation of
the interference during FPGA reconfiguration. Both experiments consist of
evaluating the execution time increase of loading a bitstream from memory
to the FPGA due to threads starting DMA transfers on the peripherals they
use right before the start of the reconfiguration. The experiments reflect a
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scenario that occur when the hardware implementation of a component is being
configured in a Rec node by loading its bitstream from the DDR memory to
the PCAP. At the same time, threads using I/O peripherals or components
implemented in Rec nodes, from now on also referred to as peripherals, can
exchange I/O data with the DDR memory.
In the experiment software architecture, exposed in Figure 26, each
thread uses a different peripheral that performs DMA transfers to the DDR
memory and they go to sleep one after another right after triggering data trans-
fer operations. In parallel to the threads performing DMA, the reconfiguration
of a Rec node is triggered moving a bitstream from the memory to the PCAP
interface. Right after the last one goes to sleep, the FPGA reconfiguration
starts i.e., the PCAP fetching the bitstream competes for shared resources with
all other data streams. Also, the execution time of each peripheral DMA oper-
ation is bigger than the reconfiguration time even when there is no competition
for shared hardware resources.
EPOS
Component
Manager
Scheduler
Periph. 1
Thread 1
Periph. N
Thread N
. . .
Application
Figure 26 – Experiment software architecture. The application used and the
operating system run on a CPU node of the EPOSSOC.
The heterogeneous nature of the CPU node interconnect allows us
to propose two experiments to explore how the peripheral placement in the
interconnect interfere with the FPGA reconfiguration. In the first experiment,
the peripherals employed by each thread compete for the interconnect with
the PCAP when trying to access the DDR memory. In the second experiment,
PCAP and the peripherals are attached to independent interconnects and thus,
share no hardware resource but the DDR memory itself. While in the first ex-
periment the interference happens in the interconnect, in the second it happens
in the DDR memory controller in both cases due to transaction scheduling
policies and limited associated bandwidth. As for the bitstreams being loaded,
they can be seen as hardware implementations of components requested by
the application being loaded into Rec nodes due to the reconfiguration policy
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previously described. Notice that the number of available AXI interfaces on
Zynq’s reconfigurable fabric that satisfy each experiment requirement limits
the number of peripherals in both experiments i.e., two interfaces in the first
experiment and four in the second.
In both experiments, we varied the peripheral’s DMA controller op-
erating frequency, its transaction burst length, and the size of the bitstream
being loaded by the PCAP. 50 % of peripherals transactions were reads and
the other 50 % were writes. Five burst length values were chosen, from the
minimum to the maximum defined by the AXI specification: 1, 8, 32, and
256 words. For the operating frequencies, the chosen values were 100 MHz,
which is a fair operating frequency for IPs implemented on mid-range FPGAs
and the highest frequency the design could be synthesized for, and 10 MHz
to represent slower devices. The partial bitstream used as the normalization
base has 151048 B, while a bitstream for fully reconfiguring the FPGA has
4045564 B. In a rough estimate, the partial bitstream reconfigures 4 % of all
FPGA resources.
6.2.1 Interconnect contention
Figure 27 presents an overview of how peripherals, PCAP, and shared
resources (memory and interconnect) are disposed in first experiment. Due to
the placement of the peripherals in this experiment, they share an interconnect
with PCAP that has access to one of the DDR memory controller ports. We
quantified the impact of up to two threads using peripherals that interfere with
the PCAP reconfiguration.
AXI InterconnectDDR
CPU
PCAP
Periph. 1
Periph. 2
Figure 27 – Hardware architecture of the first experiment. Threads start DMA
transactions in peripherals connected to the AXI interconnect as PCAP.
The AXI interconnect grants master access to peripherals following a
Least Recently Granted (LRG) (XILINX, 2015d) arbitration scheme. After
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performing the handshake for starting a transaction, the peripheral will gain
permission to transfer a number of words according to the AXI interconnect
read/write request capabilities configuration. These capabilities define the
maximum number of words each peripheral can transfer per granted intercon-
nect access. PCAP’s read/write request capability is four while the capability
of the peripherals used in this experiment is equal to eight. A preliminary
analysis of the experiment might conclude that bigger burst lengths allow
interconnect access to the peripheral for a larger share of time and interfere
more in the reconfiguration process. The same argument is valid for increasing
the operating frequency of the DMA controller: the peripheral will issue trans-
actions more often generating more interference. Figure 28 shows the results
concerning the time needed to load a bitstream for each of the configuration
proposed by this experiment.
Examining the gathered results, for all combinations of burst length
and operating frequency, the number of peripherals using the interconnect
impacts the reconfiguration time. For a fixed frequency, the reconfiguration
time, and thus interference, increases as the burst length grows as previously
stated. The interference is more significant when the burst length is greater
or equal to the peripheral read/write request capability, i.e., eight, due to the
LRG arbitration scheme previously described. Also, the peripherals’ operating
frequency has a clear influence on reconfiguration time however, its impact
inverts for burst lengths greater than or equal to eight. For smaller burst lengths,
increasing the frequency increases the reconfiguration time while for bigger
burst lengths, increasing the frequency decreases the reconfiguration time.
Moreover, the reconfiguration time is directly proportional to the bitstream
size in all cases, even with interference. When two real-time threads perform
I/O operations in parallel, the reconfiguration time is 8800 % longer compared
to the reconfiguration time without interference. This increase happens when
both peripherals execute at 10 MHz with their DMAs issuing 256 words burst
length AXI transactions.
6.2.2 Memory contention
Figure 29 presents the disposal of the peripherals deployed in the sec-
ond experiment as well as the relative position of the PCAP. In this experiment
was possible to quantify the interference of up to four threads using peripherals
that interfere with the PCAP reconfiguration. All peripherals are connected to
the DDR memory through an AXI interconnect that has access to two DDR
memory controller ports while PCAP is the only active peripheral in its inter-
connect. Bitstream fetches performed are now only interfered when accessing
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Figure 28 – Results for the interconnect contention experiment. Reconfigura-
tion time for different normalized bitstream sizes with interference inflicted
by peripherals performing DMA. Different configurations of peripheral’s AXI
transaction burst length, threads number, and peripheral operating frequency.
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the DDR as the other peripherals are not using sharing the interconnect with
the PCAP.
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Figure 29 – Hardware architecture of the second experiment. Threads start
DMA transactions in peripherals connected to the AXI interconnect isolated
from PCAP but still share the DDR memory.
The results presented in Figure 30 show that, for higher frequencies,
the reconfiguration time increases as the number of peripherals performing
DMA grows. The smaller increase compared to the previous experiment
can be explained by the DDR memory controller operating at a higher fre-
quency (533 MHz) and being able to theoretically reach a throughput of
4270 MB/s (XILINX, 2014) while the interconnect in the previous experiment
operates at 222 MHz. The biggest reconfiguration time increase happened
with peripherals running at 100 MHz with their burst lengths configured to
256 for which the reconfiguration time grew 56 %. For 10 MHz there is only a
small increase in reconfiguration time as the number of peripherals increase.
In this experiment architecture, the burst length does not show a clear trend on
how it interferes with the reconfiguration time. Moreover, it was not possible
to identify the precise cause of the decrease of reconfiguration time in the
transition from three to four peripherals at 100 MHz and 1 word burst length.
6.3 PABX SOC
Components that compose a digital PABX system were implemented
using the proposed reconfiguration mechanisms to evaluate our approach in
an industrial application with strict timing constraints. The system consists
of a commutation matrix that switches connections amongst different input
and output data channels. These channels are connected tone generators, tone
detectors, and to phone lines through ADCs and Digital-to-Analog Converters
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Figure 30 – Results for the memory contention experiment. Reconfiguration
time for different normalized bitstream sizes with interference inflicted by
peripherals performing DMA. Different configurations of peripheral’s AXI
transaction burst length, threads number, and peripheral operating frequency.
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(DACs). The system also supports the transmission of phone call data through
Ethernet to a Local Area Network (LAN).
A high-level diagram of the PABX system is shown in Figure 31a. The
codecs interfacing the phone lines present trade-offs between compression
ratio and complexity thus presenting a favorable scenario for dynamic partial
reconfiguration. 4-bit Adaptive Differential Pulse-Code Modulation (ADPCM)
phone line samples encapsulated in encrypted packets are received from the
network. An Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) core first decrypts the
packets using the 128-bit AES algorithm. The resulting data is then decoded
to 16-bit Pulse-Code Modulation (PCM) samples and sent to a Dual-Tone
Multi-Frequency (DTMF) detector. The DTMF detector uses the Goertzel
algorithm to check if a sample frame contains particular tones. Once a tone
is detected, the system controller is notified. The Ethernet MAC has fixed
hardware implementation while the controller is implemented only in software.
Both hardware and software implementations were generated from a higher
level description of the DTMF detector, the ADPCM codec, and the AES core.
Figure 31b presents the mapping of the application on the EPOS-
SOC. The commutation matrix was replaced by an RTSNoC router while
the controller is implemented in the CPU node. Each phone line holding a
conversation is a thread in EPOS; they are dynamically created according to
the system load. Threads have the necessary components to perform the phone
data processing, and all the components can be deployed in both hardware
and software domains. Underlying the application, EPOS provides all the
infrastructure mentioned in the previous chapters.
6.3.1 Reconfiguration policy
The codecs interfacing the phone lines present a data compression
ratio that scales with the codec complexity (GUIDE; HERSENT; PETIT,
2002) and the resources necessary to implement it: the smaller the codec’s
data compression ratio, higher the bandwidth occupied by the call. As the
available bandwidth limits the number of additional calls that can be carried
by the PABX, it must be managed without exhausting other system resources
according to system load. By sensing the bandwidth used by the codecs and
the usage of hardware resources, the PABX can better adapt itself to the system
load without compromising the ability to answer future calls. Such scenario is
favorable for real-time dynamic reconfiguration as it is not possible to know
how many calls will be held at a given time during system synthesis. Suppose
a call was established initially using codec Internet Low Bitrate Codec (iLBC).
If there are no available hardware resources at a given time, and a higher
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priority service is scheduled to execute in hardware, codec iLBC might be
exchanged by codec G.711, which presents smaller data compression ratio.
The exchange will free hardware resources, and the operating system must
be able to exchange codecs without missing deadlines otherwise, the missing
codec generates line noise, degrading voice quality. Table 2 illustrates the
previously described reconfiguration policy used in the PABX, it focuses on
balancing the bandwidth and hardware resources usage.
Table 2 – PABX reconfiguration policy.
Free
bandwidth
Free hardware
resources
Next calls Reconfigure
High High Use iLBC Nothing
High Low Use G.711 iLBC into G.711
Low Low Use software codecs Nothing
Low High Use iLBC G.711 into iLBC
6.3.2 Resources usage
We measured the resource utilization of the component’s communi-
cation infrastructure that allows them to be deployed in hardware and com-
municate with software. It consists of the proxy and agent circuitry which
allows hardware components to dispatch and receive method calls as presented
in Chapter 3. The values in Table 3 were gathered from proxies and agents
that support a single method with a 4 B argument and a 4 B return value. The
estimated area is the arithmetic mean of the amount of each particular resource,
weighted by its total amount available on the target device. This resulting value
estimates the FPGA area required and can be used as an area estimation metric.
They show a low resource utilization compared to the total resources available
in the XC7Z020 SoC. Therefore, even if a component has an interface that
consists of several methods, most of the hardware resources are available for
implementing the component’s functionality.
Our PABX case study makes use of three different reconfigurable com-
ponents: ADPCM codec, DTMF detector and AES core. In this experiment,
only one of the two Cortex-A9 cores is enabled as multi-core issues are not
being addressed. Moreover, both L1 and L2 caches are disabled during experi-
ment execution and bitstreams are stored in the DDR memory. The sum of the
bitstream size of the three components correspond to almost 1 MB, as each of
them has a partial bitstream for each rec node, the total amount of memory
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Table 3 – Hardware resources utilisation for the communication infrastruc-
ture in the XC7Z020 SoC supporting the invocation of a method with a 4 B
argument and a 4 B return value.
Flip-flops LUTs Estimated area (%)
Proxy 311 87 0.2
Agent 348 102 0.3
XC7Z020 106400 53200 100
necessary to store them is nearly 3 MB. Considering that there is 512 MB of
memory, the partial bitstreams occupy less than 0.6 % of the available memory.
6.3.3 Reconfiguration time
For each component, the execution time of each operation shown in
Figure 17 and Figure 18 was measured. The number of processor cycles
needed to execute each operation was collected using the processor’s cycle
count register (ARM, 2012). Next, the number of cycles was divided by
the processor operating clock frequency, 667 MHz to obtain the execution
time. Table 4 shows the gathered results; the first row presents the component
name followed by the number of bytes of each partial bitstream containing the
component’s hardware implementation.
The major part of the reconfiguration process is spent on the
load comp() method. Although FPGA reconfiguration interfaces have im-
proved the partial reconfiguration of coarse-grained components like ours takes
much longer than simple software operations. It is important to observe that
the ADPCM codec does not hold an internal state, thus its save state() and
restore state() methods return almost immediately. Regarding the AES,
its internal state consists of the encryption key it is using. For components that
hold more complex internal states such as the DTMF detector, the number of
cycles spent getting and setting the component state might rise. The DTMF
detector has a buffer that can store hundreds of tone samples, when the buffer
is filled the DTMF detection algorithm can be issued. All the tone samples
held internally must be saved before reconfiguration and later restored. For the
three components, the operations executed during the reconfiguration process
have constant execution times and are thus, deterministic. Therefore, they
can be easily incorporated in the operating system’s idle thread when using a
scheduler following a hard real-time policy or soft real-time policy such as the
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Table 4 – Execution time of each function call in the reconfiguration process of different reconfigurable components.
ADPCM codec (269840 B) DTMF detector (241384 B) AES (430196 B)
Operation Time (µs) Share (%) Time (µs) Share (%) Time (µs) Share (%)
alloc hw res() 10.40 0.50 10.40 0.35 10.40 0.03
load comp() 2075.06 98.45 1855.29 63.15 3306.18 99.47
lock() 0.66 0.03 0.66 0.02 0.66 0.02
save state() 0.01 0.00 1007.82 34.30 6.10 0.18
restore state() 0.01 0.00 63.20 2.15 0.15 0.00
set domain() 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
unlock() 0.42 0.02 0.42 0.01 0.42 0.01
Total 2086.57 100.00 2937.80 100.00 3323.92 100.00
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presented PABX.
As previously mentioned, the state handling and rebinding during
reconfiguration, depicted in Figure 18, must be executed atomically and de-
pends on having enough slack time available for performing all operations.
Of the three studied components, the DTMF detector is clearly the one that
needs more time to execute the last reconfiguration step. For instance, adding
lock(), save state(), restore state(), set domain() and unlock()
execution times, a slack time of 1.07 ms is necessary. For multimedia systems
like the PABX, slack times within this dimension are quite reasonable consid-
ering that audio sampling rates are a few kHz and the processors executing the
operating system run at hundreds of MHz.
6.4 NON-FUNCTIONAL TRADE-OFFS ANALYSIS
The last experiment realized was to investigate trade-offs between
different components implementations that might be used to dictate recon-
figuration policies adapting the system’s non-functional characteristics. For
instance, if there are two implementations of a given component, one that
executes a given operation two times faster than the other but consumes twice
the amount of energy. Suppose that initially the system is attached to an
external power supply and energy consumption is not a concern: the faster
implementation will be deployed. Nevertheless, if the external power supply
is detached and the system now depends only on its internal batteries to func-
tion, the implementation that consumes less power might be preferred. This
experiment evaluates two components, the first implements the Fast Fourier
Transform Transform (FFT) algorithm and the second the natural exponential
function. Despite providing general reconfiguration guidelines is out of this
work’s scope, we aim to show with this evaluation which kinds of trade-offs
could be explored. We are not specifying when to reconfigure but showing
insights that can be helpful when defining the reconfiguration policy for a
given application.
6.4.1 Fast Fourier Transform
The FFT component API can compute the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) of an array of samples and its inverse. Behind the API, there are
three implementations using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. Two of them are
software implementations, sw flt fft() and sw dbl fft(), based on the
Ne10 library (DEVELOPERS, 2015) using a mixed Radix-2/Radix-4 algo-
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rithm. sw flt fft() and sw dbl fft() operate on float samples and double
samples respectively. The hardware version, hw flt fft(), relies on Xilinx
LogiCORE FFT IP (XILINX, 2012a) that pipelines several Radix-2 butterfly
processing engines to offer continuous data processing. Table 5 presents the
hardware resources necessary to implement the Xilinx LogiCORE FFT IP. A
DMA engine moves data in and out of the FFT IP through Zynq’s Accelerator
Coherency Port (ACP). ACP provides to hardware accelerators access to the
DDR memory with L2 cache coherency.
Table 5 – Hardware resources to implement the FFT in the XC7Z020 SoC.
Resource Estimation Available Utilization (%)
FF 15476 106400 15
LUT 9812 53200 18
Memory LUT 1408 17400 8
BRAM 14 140 10
DSP48 36 220 16
The direct transform execution time of all implementations was mea-
sured. The FFTs were performed on 1024 double-precision floating-point
samples, which were typecasted to single-precision floating-point before be-
ing used in sw flt fft() and hw flt fft(). Implementing floating-point
operations on an FPGA can be expensive regarding the resources required.
Xilinx FFT IP converts the incoming floating-point samples to fixed-point
then utilizes a fixed-point FFT internally and finally converts the results back
to floating-point to achieve similar noise performance to a full floating-point
FFT, with significantly fewer resources. The operations were repeated 1000
times to measure the average execution time. The CPU clock frequency is
666.666 MHz while FFT IP clock frequency is 150 MHz. The time measure-
ments were made using the Zynq’s 64-bit Global Timer (XILINX, 2015d).
The results are presented in the first column of Table 6. hw flt fft()
execution time is 94 % smaller compared to sw dbl fft() when processing
1024 samples. The performance boost can be explained by the parallel imple-
mentation of the FFT butterflies coupled with the DMA engine to move to and
from the IP. Moreover, the L2 cache coherency speeds up DMA fetching of
samples lowering DMA memory access time.
Our following analysis was the energy consumption of Zynq SoC while
executing each FFT implementation. It is not possible to measure Zynq’s
energy consumption in ZedBoard, only energy consumed by the whole board.
To overcome this issue, the energy consumed by the board peripherals by
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Table 6 – FFT implementations characteristics.
Implementation Time (µs) Energy (µJ) RMSD MAPE
sw dbl fft() 701.817 833.759 0.0 0.0
sw flt fft() 592.728 697.048 1.564×10−4 9.412×10−5
hw flt fft() 40.389 57.675 1.565×10−4 9.423×10−5
putting Zynq in low power mode and measuring the board energy consumption
was measured. The gathered value, 3.132 W, was subtracted from all other
measurements to obtain only Zynq energy consumption. The second column
of Table 6 presents the measured consumed energy values for ZedBoard exe-
cuting the three FFT implementations in a loop. The energy was calculated
by multiplying the measured power with the execution time. While soft-
ware implementations do not utilize the reconfigurable resources, the FPGA
consumes only static power. As hw flt fft() depends on a hardware IP,
its dynamic consumption accounted in the power measurement. Neverthe-
less, hw flt fft() is much faster than sw dbl fft() and sw flt fft()
resulting in a smaller energy consumption. Compared to sw dbl fft(),
hw flt fft() consumes 93 % less energy.
Moreover, the accuracy of sw flt fft() and hw flt fft() was com-
pared with the higher precision FFT implementation, sw dbl fft(). To
estimate accuracy the Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) and the Mean
Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) of the results data sets was calculated taking
sw dbl fft() results as the reference data set. The third and fourth columns
of Table 6 present the calculated results. hw flt fft() is slightly less accu-
rate than sw flt fft() due to its fixed-point processing phase nevertheless,
both are considerably less accurate than sw dbl fft().
hw flt fft() is arguably the implementation that better performs
both in execution time and energy consumption but, it depends on hardware
resources that might not always be available (other components might be
occupying the reconfigurable fabric). In such cases, sw flt fft() might
be used if its lower precision compared to sw dbl fft() is tolerable by the
application due its to its smaller energy consumption.
6.4.2 Natural Exponential
Table 8 presents the profiling of five different implementations of the
natural exponential function. hw exp() utilizes Xilinx’s single precision
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Floating-Point Operator IP (XILINX, 2012b) clocked at 100 MHz on the
FPGA. The FPGA resources necessary to implement the Floating-Point Oper-
ator IP are presented in Table 7. The function argument is written to a memory
mapped register by the CPU, processed by the IP and read back. exp() and
expf() are GNU’s libm (FOUNDATION, 2014) implementation, they op-
erate on double and single precision floating-point arguments respectively.
fastexp() and fasterexp() are approximate implementations present in
fastapprox library (MINEIRO, 2014), both operate on single precision argu-
ments.
Table 7 – Hardware resources needed to implement the exponental function in
the XC7Z020 SoC.
Resource Estimation Available Utilization (%)
FF 2199 106400 2
LUT 1762 53200 3
Memory LUT 171 17400 1
BRAM 3 140 2
DSP48 7 220 3
Each implementation processed 1000 arguments ranging from −32.0
to 32.0. The results presented in the first column of Table 8 show that the faster
and approximated implementation is three times faster than exp(), the only
implementation operating on double precision arguments. The communication
overhead between software and hardware overwhelms the execution time of
exponential operation itself. Such small granularity operations are faster in
software when compared to its hardware counterparts running at smaller clock
frequencies.
Table 8 – Natural exponential implementations characteristics.
Implementation Time (µs) Energy (µJ) RMSD MAPE
exp() 0.357 0.450 0.0 0.0
expf() 0.345 0.435 4.13×106 3.116×10−7
fastexp() 0.191 0.241 2.28×108 2.280×10−5
fasterexp() 0.117 0.152 1.50×1011 1.530×10−2
hw exp() 1.280 1.567 4.13×106 3.108×10−7
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The accuracy of all natural exponentiation implementations was eval-
uated by comparing them with the most accurate implementation, exp(),
operating with double precision floating-point inputs and outputs. Table 8
contains the RMSD and the MAPE of each implementation. As they are
based on approximated calculations, fastexp() and fasterexp() present a
bigger RMSD and MAPE compared to other version, being thus less accurate.
hw exp() does not fully comply with IEEE Standard for Floating-Point Arith-
metic (IEEE. . . , 2008) as the deviations provide a better trade-off between
resources against functionality (XILINX, 2012b). That is why its MAPE is
not equal to expf() MAPE.
The energy consumption of the chosen natural exponential implemen-
tation is inversely proportional to its accuracy except for hw exp(); it under-
performs all other implementations in energy consumption and execution time.
However, it still might be a valuable implementation option when the CPU is
under heavy load or with a higher priority task scheduled, and the operating
system wishes to transfer part of this load to the FPGA.
6.4.3 Discussion
A reconfiguration policy for a system using an FFT can prioritize its
deployment in hardware as it is faster (94 % decrease in execution time) and
consumes less energy (93 % less). Nevertheless, it can switch to software
whenever the hardware resources are required by critical tasks in the applica-
tion. As for the natural exponential, it has multiple software implementations
in which the energy consumption and execution time decrease as the precision
decreases. In a battery-operated system, these multiple levels can allow the
reconfiguration policy, for example, to use a less precise implementation every
time the battery charge reaches a certain level to increase the battery life-span.
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7 CONCLUSION
Static partitioning of functionalities in embedded systems leads to
suboptimal choices of implementations for the components deployed in target
applications. As partitioning choices are made in design time, it is not possible
to quantify or explore the variations suffered by the system and its environment
during runtime. Future embedded system applications will need to reason on
its current state and dynamically leverage hardware and software resources
through self-adaptive architectures able to react to unpredictable requirements
and workloads.
Due to theirs inherent parallelism, and energy efficiency, FPGAs are
versatile substrates able to deliver implementations with different trade-offs
when compared to software-only implementations. Its flexibility allows ap-
plications to explore different partitioning of components during runtime by
means of dynamic reconfiguration. Nevertheless, current runtime support
systems for FPGA usage do not provide uniform interfaces for reconfigurable
abstractions allowing the exploration of such dynamic capabilities without the
supervision of the application developer. To cope with dynamic and complex
application scenarios, reconfiguration details should not be managed by the
application but by underlying software layers with minimum interference on
the rest of the system.
This work presented a transparent framework for reconfigurable com-
puting geared towards the application programmer. Reconfigurable compo-
nents interfaces may be realized through many different implementations,
ranging from high-quality software versions to software approximations, cloud
offloaders, and hardware accelerators. While the syntax and semantics of
reconfigurable components interface is preserved across the different imple-
mentations, the system may at any time pick any of the implementations
that suits better for the current execution context. The framework manages
the whole reconfiguration process and ensures that it can be used in critical
systems without interfering in its time constraints. With our reconfiguration
mechanism, a task set schedulable on a reconfigurable fabric large enough
to accommodate at the same time all hardware components used by its tasks,
will still be schedulable on a smaller reconfigurable fabric where only some
components can be simultaneously instantiated in hardware. The remaining
components are momentarily deployed in software without compromising
to the tasks requirements since all activities pertaining reconfiguration are
performed within the slack time and made aware of I/O interference.
Our work presented a quantitative analysis of the interference on FPGA
reconfiguration execution time generated by system peripherals performing
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I/O operations. Reconfiguration time rises significantly due to hardware
resource sharing and if not properly isolated from interference sources, can
disrupt the timing constraints of other activities performed by the system.
Experiments showed that reconfiguration time can rise up to 8800 % when
other peripherals are active. The analysis considered peripherals synthesized
in an FPGA platform with two variable characteristics: peripheral operating
frequency and transaction burst length.
To show the feasibility of isolating the reconfiguration process on
system idle time, we evaluated the reconfiguration process using a partial
implementation of a PABX system in EPOSSOC, a flexible platform for SoC
implementation in FPGAs. We investigated the reconfiguration process of
three reconfigurable components with a software and hardware implementation
that integrate the PABX: an ADPCM codec, a DTMF detector and an AES
cryptographic standard core. The time necessary to implement each step of
component reconfiguration is reasonably small and fits the idle time available
in applications such as the PABX. For instance, the idle time necessary to
perform the reconfiguration atomic operation was of 1.07 ms for the DTMF
detector which was the component with the largest internal state.
We demonstrated our approach with a set of components implementing
mathematical functions, and showed how the framework can help applications
trade-off quality for energy efficiency and performance. When compared with
their highest quality implementation, the components we studied used less
energy and executed faster in exchange for a small output quality degradation.
For the FFT component it is possible to trade implementation precision for
energy efficiency (up to 93 % savings) and performance (94 % decrease in
execution time) when there are available hardware resources. As for the
natural exponential, only with software implementations it is possible to
reduce execution time in 72 % and the energy consumption in 66 % if the
application can tolerate a degradation in precision.
7.1 LIMITATIONS
This work does not delivers general guidelines for when to perform a
reconfiguration or what components should be reconfigured or even which im-
plementation should be used. We believe that such questions can be answered
with a cross-layer sensing approach where sensors are placed in different lev-
els of the embedded system stack, i.e., from hardware devices up to software
layers. This sensing approach combined with a set of policies for adaptation
tailored to each application allow a holistic reasoning and acting upon the
system.
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Our current framework currently only comprises RMI as a commu-
nication mechanism for components in different domains which can have
a limited throughput. Applications that demand the rapid flow of massive
amounts of data might be better served by memory sharing mechanisms to
deal with the communication between hardware and software components.
Another approach would be the integration of DMA-based mechanisms into
the framework as a more adequate solution for dataflow applications.
7.2 FUTURE WORK
As future work, we will investigate how our framework might help to
cope with multiple design objectives such as dependability, efficiency, and crit-
ical operation by providing a transparent approach to FPGA reconfiguration.
We will focus the usage of sensors (e.g. intra-chip sensors, PMU data, software
counters) and policies to guide the reconfiguration process and to choose when
and which components need to be reconfigured based on the system require-
ments. We plan on investigating how to transparently integrate the sensors and
how to express the reconfiguration policies in a flexible and extensible way dic-
tated by the user and smoothly incorporated into the framework infrastructure.
Finally, we will expand our current work on the component reconfiguration
policy to account for different system optimization goals at runtime such as
energy savings, mitigation of silicon aging, and critical performance.
Subsequent works will also focus on evaluating monitoring mecha-
nisms used to infer the usage of I/O channels in the system used to guarantee
a reconfiguration process without I/O interference. The evaluation will lead
to heuristics to reduce I/O usage by other peripherals prior to FPGA recon-
figuration in order to avoid the sharing of hardware resources to mitigate
interference.
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